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AN EXAMINATION OF THE DECLARATION

OP THE

ItIGItTS OF THE MAN AND THE CITIZEN
D_C_EED BY TI|R

CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY IN FRANCE.

these stands already imprintea in the mind_
PREAMBLE. of every man

" THE Representatives of the French people, 5. That, therefore, tbe object ot such l
constituted in National Assembly, consider- draught is not, in any part of such a draught.
lag that ignorance, forgetfulness, or contempt to teach the people anything new.
of the Rights of Man, are the only causes of 6. But that the object of such a declaration
public calamities, and of the corruption of is to declare the accession of the Assembly,
governments, have resolved to set forth in a as such, to the principles as understood and
solemn declaration, the natural, unalienable, embraced, as well by themselves in their indi-
and sacred rights of man, in order that this vidual capacity, as by all other individuals in
declaration, constantly presented to all the the State.
members of the body social, may recall to 7. That the use of this solemn adoption
mind, without ceasing, their rights and their and recognition is, that the principles reeog-
duties ; to the end, that the acts of the legisla- vised may serve as a standard by which the
tire power, and those of the executive power, propriety of the several particular laws that
being capable at every instant of comparison are afterwards to be enacted in consequence,
with the end of every political institution, may be tried.
they may be more respected, and also that 8. That by the conformity of these laws to
the demands of the citizens hereafter, founded this standard, the fidelity of the legislators to
upon simple and incontestable principles, may their trust is also to be tried.
always tend to the maintenance of the con- 9. That accordingly, if any law should here-
stitution and to the happiness of all." after be enacted, between which, and any of

" In consequence, the National Assembly those fundamental articles, any want of con-
acknowledges and declares, in the presence fortuity in any pointcan be pointed out, such
and under the auspices of the Supreme Be- want of conformity will be a conclusive proof
ing, the following Rights of the Man and the of two things : I. Of the impropriety of suck
Citizen."M law; 2. Of error or criminality on the part

of the authors and adopters of that law.
From this preamble we may collect the It concerns me to see so respectable an

foI[owing positions : -- Assembly hold out expectations, which, ac-
1. That the declaration in question ought cordlngto my conception, cannot in the nature

to include a declaration of all the powers ofthlngs be fulfilled.
which it is designed should thereafter sub- An enterprise of this sort, instead of preo
_ist in the State ; the limits of each power ceding the formation of a complete body of
precisely laid down, and every one completely taws, supposes such a work to be already
d'tstingnished from the other, existing in every particular except that of its

2. That the articles by which this is to be obligatory force.
done, ought not to be loose and scattered, but No laws are ever to receive the sanction
closely connected into a whole, and the con- of the Assembly that shall be contrary in any
nexion all along made visible, point to these principles. What does this

3. That the declaration of the "rights of salppose ? It supposes the several articles of
man, in a state preceding that of political so- detail that requiretobe enacted, to have been
dety, ought to form a part of the composition drawn up, to have been passed in review, to
m question, and constitute the first part of it. have been confronted with these fundamental

4. That in point of f_, a eleax idea of all articles, end to have been found in no re#pehvt
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repugnan_ to them. In a word, to be sum- feigner, inasmuch as/he rights whlch it hi
eie.tly assured that the several laws of detail to declare are the rights whn'h it is supposed
will bear this trying eoml0arison, one thing is belong to the members of every nation in the
lnecessary : the compari_x must have been globe. As a member of a nation which with
mane. relation to the French comes under the name

To know the several laws which the exl- of a foreign o.e, 1 feel the stronger call to
$.et,eies of mankind call for, a view of all examine this declaration, inasmuch as in this
these several exigencies must be obtained, in.trmnent I am invited to read a list of rights
But to obtain this view, there is but, one which I_elong as much to me as to the pen-
possible means, which i._, to take a view o| ple tot whose more particular use it has beer
the laws that have already been framed, and framed.
of the exigencies which have given birth to The word men, I observe to be all along
them. coupled io the langu ,ge of the Assemb,y it.

To frame a composition which shall in any self, with the word citizen. 1 la_"it, ther6.
tolerable degree answer this requisition, two fore, out of the question, and _;_onsiderthe
endowment% it is evideut, are absolutely ne- declaration in the same light in which it is
ees_ary : _ an acqu,m_tance with the law as viewed by M. Turgot, as that of a declaration
it is. and the perspicuity and genius of the of the rights of all men in a state of citizen-
metaphysician : and these endowments must ship or political society.
unite in the ssme person. 1 proceed, tben. to consider it in the three

I can conceive but four purposes which points of _*icwabove anuounet.d :
a discourse, of the kind proposed m_der the I. Can it be of use for the purpose of set.
name .f a Declaration of Riehts, can be in. ring bounds to the power of the crols'n ? No ;
tended to answer:_the setting hou.ds to the for that is to be the particular object of the
authority of the crow. ;_the setti.g bou.ds Constitutional Code itself, from which this
to the authority of the supreme legislative prelimiuary part is detached in advance.
power, that of the National Assembly ;-- the 2. Can it be of u_ for the purpose of set-
servi,_ as a general guide or set of instruc- tlng bounds to the power of the several
tions to the National Assembly itself, in the legislative bodies established or to be eats.
task of executing their function in detail, by blishcd? I answer, No.
the establi.hment of particular laws ;-- and (1.) Not of any subordinate ones : for. of
the affording a satisthction to the people, their authority, the natural and necessary

The_e four purposes seem, if I apprehend limit is that of the supreme legislature, the
_ght, to be all of them avowed by the stone National Assembly.
or difl'erent advocates for this measure. (2. _ Not of the National'Assembly it,elf:_

Of the |north and l_t of these purposes I Why ? 1. Such li*nitation is unnecessary. It
shall say nothing : it is a question merely 1o- is proposed, and very wisely and honestly, to
eal _ dependent upon the humour of the spot call in the body of the people, and give it as
mid cf the day, of which no one at adistance much power and influence as in its nature
can be a judge. Of the fitness of the end, it is capable of: by enabling it to declare its
there can be but one opinion : the only ques- sentiments whenever it thinks proper, whe.
tion is about the fitness of the means, ther immediately, or through the channel of

In the three other points of view, the ex- the subordinate assemblies. Is a law enacted
pediency of the measu.e is more than 1 caJi or proposed in the National Assembly, whk'h
perceive, happens not to be agreeable to the body of the

The description of the persons, of whose people ? It w_ll he equally censured by them,
rights it is to contain the declaration, is re- whetherit be conceived, ornot, to bear ma_ks
markable. Who are they? The French nation? of a repugnancy to this declaration of righls.
No; not they only. but all citizens, mkd all Is a law disagreeable to them ? They will
men. By citizens, it seem_ we ere to under- hardly thilJk themselves precluded from ex-
stand men engaged in political society: by pressing their disapprobation, by the e;.rcum.
me., persons not yet engaged in political so- stance of its not being to be convicted of
eiety _ persons as yet in a state of nature, repugnancy to that instrument ; and though

Theword men, asopposed toeltizens, lhad it should he repugnant to that iustrumeot,
rather not have seen. In this sense, H denis- they will see little need to resort to that in-
ration of the rights of men is a declaration strument for the ground of their repugnancy ;
of the rights which human creatures, it h they will find a much nearer ground in some
supposed, would possess, were they in • particular real or imaginary inconvenience.
state in which the French nation certainly In short, when _ou have made such pro¢i.
are not, nor perhaps any other; certainly no don, that the supreme legislature can never
other into whose hands this declaration could entry any point against the general and per.
ever come. severing opinion of the people, what would

This instrllment is the more worthy of you have nmre ? What use in their attempt-
attamtion, _pecially of tlmattention of a fo* ing to bind themselves by a set of l,hrats
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ofthe|row,aeontrivanee? The people's plca- If we prove the'consequences feom the
lure : that is the only check to which no other principle, it is only from the eonsequeuem
can add anything, aod which uo other can that we learn the principle.
s4_persede. Apply this to laws. The fir._t bu_,r_

In regard to the rights thus declared, men- according to the plan I am combating, is to
tion will either be made of the exceptions timidand declare the princip|es : the laws of
and modifications that may be made to them a fundamental nature : that done, it is by.
by the laws themselves, or there will not. In their means that we shall be enabled to find
the fi_rmer ease, the observance of the deela- the proper laws of detail. I say, no : it is
ration will be impracticable ; nor can thetaw only in proportion as we h,,ve formed and
in its details stir a step without fl_i.g in ;he compared with one another the laws of detail,
face of it. In the other case, it tltils thereby that our fundamental laws will be exact emet
altogether of its only object, the setting limits flt for se*'vice. Is a general proposition true ?
to the exercise of the legislative power. Sup- It is because all tile particular propositions
pose a declaration 1o this eft'oct :_no ma.'s that are iuclqd_.d under it are true. llow,
liberty shall be abridged in a_ly point. This, then, are we to _atisfy mlrs,,ves of he truth
it is evident, wouhl be an uselesq extrava- of the general one ? By having under our eye

anee. which must he contradicted by every all the included partieularones. What, th.n,
awtbateaaJetobe made. Supposeitto_'ay-- is the order of investigation by which true

no man'..liherty sh_ll be abridged, hut in such general propositions are formed ? We take
points as it shall he abridged in, by the law. a number of less extensive -- of partirnlar
This, we see, is saying i_othil_g: it leaves the propositions ; find some points in which they
law just as free mtd unfettered as it found it. agree, and from the observation of lh_se

Between these tworoek_ }i_;stheoniyeboiee points form a more extensive o:_e, a general
which an instrument destined to this purpose one, in which riley are all i_eluded. In this
can have. Is aa instrument of this .-ort pro- way, we proceed upon suregronnds, m_d un-
dared ? We shall see it striking against one derstand ol_rselvas as we go : in the opposite
or other of them in every line. Tile first is way, we proceed at random, and dmlger at-
what the framers will most guard against, ;.n tends every step.
proportion to their r,.a.'h of thought, and to _,'olaw is good which does not add more (o
their knowledge in this line : wLen they hit the generai mass of tidicity than it takes from
against the other, it will be by accident and it. No law ought to be made that does not
unawares, add more to the general mass of felidty than

Lastly, it cannot with any good effect an- it take_ from it. No law can be made that
swer the only remaining inter,tion, wz. that does not take something from liberty ; those
of a check to re_-train as well as to guide the excepted which take away, in the whole or
legislature itself, in the penning of the laws in part those laws wLieh lake from lilaetty.
ol detail th _ are to follow. Propositions to the first effect l see are titre

The mtstake has its source in the current without any exee,_tion: propositions to the
logic, and in the want ot attention to the latter effect l see are not true till afier the
¢]istinctmn between what isfirst in the order particular propositions intimated by the tx-
of demonstration, and what is first in the cPptions are taken out of it. These proposi.
order of invention. Principles, it is said, tions I have attained a full _tisti_etion of the
ought to precede consequences ; and the first truth of. How ? By the habit l have been
being established, the others will follow of m for a course of_ears, of taking any lawat
coarse. What are the princit_leshere meant ? pleasure, and observing that the particular
General propositions, and those of the widest proposition relative to that law was ahs-ayt
extent. What by consequences ? Part'_utar contbrmable to the fact announced by the
propositions, included under those general general one.
ones. 80 in the other example. I discerned ha

That this order is favourable todemoostra- the first instance, in a/hint way, that two
tion, if by demonstration be meant personal classes would _rve to comprehend all laws:
debate and argumentation, is true enough, laws which take from liberty in their imme.
Why ? Because, if you can once get a man diate operation, and laws wf_ich in the lanm
to admit the general proposition, he cannot, way de.roy, in part or in the whole, the vpe*
without incurring the reproach of inconsis- ration of the lormer. The perception was
ttmey, rej,-et a particular proposition that is at fit st obscure, owing to the difficulty of as-
included in it. eertaining what constituted in ever)" ebe It

But, that this order _a not the order of law, and of tracing out its operation. By
conception, of investigation, of invention, is repeated trials, 1 came at last to be abte to
equally undeniable. In this order, particular show of any law which offered itself, that it

pm:tio.s always precede general ones. came under one or other of those ©tansy.
he assent to the latter is preceded by a_d What t_llows ? That the proper ordt,r is

Iffomuled on the assent to the former. _first to digest the,htws of detail, and wh_
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they arc settled and found to be fit for use, anything more. "No isw ought to he made,
then, and not till then, to select and frame in which will lessen upon the whole the mass of
terminis, by abstraction, such propositions a_ general felicity." When I, a legislator or pr[o
may be capable of being given withatrt sell rate citi3en, say this, what is the simple mat:.
contradiction as fundamental laws. ter of fact that is expressed ? This, and this

What is the source of this premature an- only, that a sentiment of dissatisfaction is
;rAety to establish fundamental laws ? It is excited in my breast by any such law. So
the old coneeit of being wiser than all poste- again -- '_ No law shall be made, which will
rlty-- wiser than those who will have had lessen upon the whole the mass of general
more experience, -- the old desire of ruling felicity." What does this signify ? That the
over posterity _ the old recipe for enabling sentiment of dissatisfaction m me is so strong
the dead to chain down the living. In the as to have given birth to a determined will
ease of a specific law, the absurdity of such that no such law should ever pass, and that
a notion is pretty well recogni_ed, yet there determination so strong as to have produced
the absurdity is much less than here. Of a a resolution on my part to oppose myself, as
particular law, the nature may be fully eom- far as depends on me, to the passing of "it,
prehended--the consequences foreseen: of a should it ever be attempted -- a determina-
gerieral law, this is the less likely to be the tion which is the more likely to meet. with
ease, the greater the degree in which it pos- success, in proportion to the influence, which
sesses the quality of a general one. By a law in the character of legislator or any other, my
c:fwhieh you are fully master, and see clearly mind happens to possess over the mind_ of
to the extent of, you will not attempt to bind others.
suceeedinglegislators: thelawyoupltchupon " No law can be made which will do
,n preference for this purpose, is one which above. What does this signify ? The_at_ _,l
yo_. are unable to see to the end of. as before, only wrapped up in an absurd and

Ought no such general propositions, then, insidious disguise. My will is here so strong,
to be ever framed till after the establishment that, as a means of seeing it crowned with
of a complete code? I do not mean toassert soece_s, I use my influence with the persons
this; on the contrary, in morals as in physics, concerned to persuade them to consider a law
• othing is to be done without them. The which, at the same time, I suppose to be
more they are framed and tried, the better: made, in the same point of view as if it were
only, when framed, theyought robe well tr:'oJ not made ; and consequently, to pay no more
before they are ushered abroad into the world obedience to it than if it were the command
in the character of laws. In that character of an unauthorized individual. To compas_
they ought not to be exhibited till after they this design, I make the absurd choice of a
have been confronted with all the particular term expressive in its original and proper im*
laws to which the force of them is to apply, port of a physical impossibility, in order to
_But if the intention be to chain down the represent as impossible the very event of tht_
legislator, these will be all the laws without occurrence of which I am apprehensive :
exception which are looked upon as proper occupied with the contrary persuasion, I raise
to be inserted in the code. For the interdic- my voice to the people _ tell them the thing
tion meant to be put upon him is unlimited: is impossible ; and they are to have the good-
he is never to establish any law which shall hess to believe me, aml act in consequence.
disagree with the pattern cut out tbr him _ A law to the effect in question is a viola-
whirh shall ever trench upon such and such tion of the natural and indefeasible righf_
rights, of man. What does this signify ? That my

Such indigested and premature establish, resolution of using my utmost influence itl
ments betoken two things : -- the weakness opposition to such a law is wound up to
of the understanding, and the violence of the such a pitch, that should any law be ever
passions : the weakness of the understanding, enacted, which in my eyes lppears to come
in not seeing the insuperable incongruities up to that description, my determination is,
which have been above stated- the violence to behave to the persons concerned in its
of the passions, which betake themselves to enactment, as any man would behave towards
tach weapons for subduing opposition at any those who had heen guilty of a notorious and
rate, and giving to the will of every man who violent infraction of his rights. If necessary,
embraces the proposition imported by the at- I wouhl corporally oppose them _ if neces:
tiele in question, a weight beyond what is its sary, in short, I would endeavour to k_ll
_ust and intrinsic due. In vain would man them ; just as, to save my own life, I would
seek to enver his weakness by positive and as- endeavour to kill anyone who was endea-
seining language : the expression of one opi- routing to kill me.
_iou, the expression of one will, is the utmost These several contrivances for giving to
that any proposition can amount to. Ought an increase in vehemence, the effect of an
and ought not, can and can _t, shalland shall increase in strength of argument, may be

mot, all put together, can never amount to styled bawling upon paper: !t prneeeds from
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the same temper and the same sort of dis- the track of reason and out of sight of utillty,
tress as produces bawling with the voice, the only just standard for trying all sorts of

That they should be such efficacious recipes moral questions, Of a positive assertion thus
is much to be regretted ; that they will al- irrational, the natural effect, where it fails of
ways be but too much so, is much to be appre- producing irrational acquiescence, is to pro-
hended; but that they will be less and less duce equally irrational denial, by which n0
so, as intelligence spreads and reason matures, light is thrown upon the subject, nor any
is devoutly to be wished, and not unreason- opemng pointed out through which light may
ably to be hoped for. come. I my, the law cannot do so and so :

As passions are contagious, and the bulk you say, it can. When we have said thus
of men are more guided by the opinions and much on each side, it is to no purpose to say
pretended opinions of others than by their more ; there we are completely at a stand,,
own, a large share of confidence, with a little argument such as this can go no further on
share of argument, will be apt to go farther either side,--or neither yields,--or passion
than all the argument in the world without triumphs alone--the stronger sweeping the
confidence: amt hence it is, that modes of weaker away.

expression like these, which owe the influence Change tl_e language, and instead of cu_.
they unhappily possess to the c,onfidenee they not, put ought not, --the case is widely dif-
display, have met with such general recep, ferent. The moderate expression of opinion
tion. That they should fall into discredit, and will intimated by this phrase, leads ha-
is, if the reasons above given have any force, turMly to the inquiry after a reason : _ and
devoutly to be wished : and for the aceom- { this reason, if there be any at bottom that
plishing this good end, there cannot be an_ deserves the name, is always a proposition of
method so effectual--or rather, there canno_ ; fact relative to the question of utility. Such
be any other method, than that of unmasking , a law ougtlt _ot to be establi-hed, because it
them in the manner here attempted. I is not consistent with the general welfi_re_;

The phrases can and can not, are emplovod _tits tendency is not to add to the general stock:

in this way with _,q'eater and more pernicious I of happiness. I say, it ougl-st not to be estao
effect, ina._much as, over and above phwicat t blished ; that is, 1 do not approve of its being
and moral impossibility, they are made use i established : the emotiou excited in my mind
of wi:h much less impropriety and violence i hy the idea of its establishment, is not that
to denote legal impossibilitv In thetanguage of satisfaction but the contrary How hap-
of the law, speaking in the character of the i pens this ? Because the production of ir_
law, they are used in this way without ambi- I convenience, more than equivalent to auy-
guity or inconvenience. " Such a magistrate I advantage that will ensue, presents itself to
cannot do so and so," that is, he hasno power i my conception in the character ofa prnbable-
to do so and so. If he issue a command to I event. Now the question is put, as every po--
such an effect, it is no more to be obeyed litical and moral question ought to be, upon
than if it issued from any private person. But the issue of fact ; m*d mankind are directed
when the same expre_-sion is applied to the into theonly true track ofinvestlgation which
very power which is acknowledged to be can afford instruction or hope of rational at-
supreme, and not limited by any specific in- gument, the track of experiment and obser-
stitution, clouds of ambiguity and confuaion ration. Agreement, to be sure, is not even
roll on in a torrent almost impossible to be then made certain : -- for certainty belongs
withstood. Shuffled backwards andtbrwards not to human affairs. But the track, which-
amidst these three species of impossibility__ of all others bids ii_irest for leading to agree-"
physical, legal, and moral--the mind can find meat, is pointed out : a clue for bringing back
no resting-place : it loses its foctlng altoge- the travellers, in case of doubt or &fficulty,
ther, and becomesan easy prey to the violence is presented ; and, at any rate, they are hog
which wields these arms. struck motionless at the first step. "

The expedient is the more powerful, inas- Nothing would be more unjust or more
much as, where it does not succeed so far as foreign to my design, than taking occasion,.
to gain a man and carry him over to that fiom anything that has been said, to throw
side, it will perplex him and prevent his find- I particnlar blame upon particular persons: re-
ing his _my to the other: it will leave him I _roach which strikes everybody, hurts no-
neutral, though it should fail of making him } body; and common error, where it does not,
a friend. I according to the maxim of English law, pro-

It is the better calculated to produce this ] duce common right, is productive at least of
effect, inasmuch as nothing can tend more I common exculpation.
powerfully to draw a man altogether out of l
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work of a single hand, and that a private one,
PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS. and ill that character given to the world,

TH_ Declaration of Rights-- I mean the pa- every good effect wouhl have been produced
per putflished under that name by the French by it that could be producod by it when pub_
National Assembly in 1791--assumes for its lished as the work of government, without
subject-matter a field of disquisitio, as un- any of the bad effects which in c_e of the
bounded in point of extent as it is impertant sumllest error must result fi'om it when given
in its nature. But the more mnple the extent as the work of government.
given to any prop_ition or string of propo- The re."olution, which threw the govern-
sitions, the more difficult it ts to keep the ment into the hamlsofthe penners and adop-
import of it confi.ed without deviation, with- t rs of this declaration, having been the effect
in the Imunds of truth and reason. If in the of insurrection, the grand object evidently is
smallest eonters of the fiehl it ranges over, to justify, the cause. But hy iustifying it,
it fail of coinciding with the line of rigid they invite it : in justifying ,)as¢ insurrection,
reetitode, no sooner is the aberration pointed they plant aud cultivate a propensity to perpe-
out, than (iuasmuch as there is no medium tual insurrection iu time future ; they sow the
between truth and talsehood) its pretensions seed_ of anarchy broad-east : m justifying the
to the appellation of a truism are gone, a.d demolition ofexistingauthoriti, s. they under-
whoever looks upon it must recognise it to be mine all future ones. their own consequently
false and erroneous, --and it_as here, politie,d in the mnnber. Shallow and reckless vanity l
conduct be the theme, so far as the error ex- -- They imitate in their conduct the author
tends and fails of being detected, pernicious, of that fabled law, ac,'ordi. 8 to which the

Iu a work of soeh extreme importance with assassi.ation of the prince upon the throne
a view to practice, and which throughout gave to the assassin a title to succeed him.
keeps practice so closely and immediately "P_ople. be]_oM._,,urriyhts! I fasiaglcarticlc
and professedly in view, a single error may of tlle._ be violated, iusurrecti.a is not .¢our
be-attended with the most fatal consequences, right o,,lq, but the most _ucred of y.ur duties."
The more extensive the propositions, the more Such is the constant language, |br such is the
consummate will be the k.owledge, the more professed object of this source and model of
exquisite the skill, indispensably requisite to all laws--this self-consecrated oracle of all
tontine them in all puints within the pale of nations.
truth. The most consummate ability in the The more abstract--that is, the more ex-
whcde nation could not have been too much for leasive the proposition is, the more liable is
the task--one may venture to my, it would it to involve a fallacy. Of fallacies, one of
not have been equal to it. But that. in the the most natural modifications is that which
mm.tlmling of each proposition, the most is _lled begyiag the question --the abuse of
consummate ability should happen robe vested making the abstract proposition resorted to
in the heads of the sorry majority in whose for proof, a lever tbr introducing, in the corn-
hands the plenitude of power happened on pany of other propositions that are nothing
that same occasion to be vested, is an event to the purpose, the very proposltiml which is
against which the chances are almost as infi- admitted to stand in need of proof.
laity to one. Is the provision in question fit in point of

Here, then, is a radical and all-pervadlng expediency to be passed into a law for the
error- the attempting to _dve to a work on government of the French Imtioo ? That, mu-
such s sobject the sa_tction of government ; tatls routs.dis, would have been the question
_pecially of such a government--a govern° put in Engiaml: that was the proper que_-
ment e_mposed of members so numerous, so tlon to have been put in relation to each pro-
unequal in talent, as weU as discordant in vision it was proposed should enter into tim
iaeliuatloas sad affections, l'Iad it been the composition of the body of French laws.
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insteof hat,o cnasthout h,yofasa ewordsnsed,°a
provision appeared (by reason of the wideness the same page, --words used lh_/_'e_'nTngsnot
of its extent, for instance) of a doubtful na- their own, where proper words were equally
ture, the way taken to cleat" the doub_ was at hand,--words and propositions of the most
to assert it to be a provision fit to be made unbounded signification, turned loose with-
law for all men-- for all Frenchmen _ and for out any of those exceptions or modifications
nil Englishmen, for example, intothe bargain, which are so necessary on every occasion
This medium of proof was the more alluring, to reduce their import within the compas%
inasmuch as to the advantage of removing not only of right reach, but even of the de-
opposition, was "added the pleasure, the sort sigt_ in hand, of whatever nature it may be;_
of titillation so exquisite to the nerve of the same inaccur'_cy, the same inattention in
vanity in a French heart -- the satisfactmn, the penning of this cluster ot' truths ou which
to use a homely, but not the less apposite the fate of nations was to hang, as if it had
proverb, of teaching grandmothers to suck been an oriental tale. or an allegory for a
eggs. Hmk ! ye citizens of the other side of magazine:-- stale epigrams, instead of neces-
the water ] Can you tell us what rights you sa_y distinctions,--figurative expressions pre-
have belonging to you ? No, that you can't, ferred to simple ones, --sentimental conceits_
It's u,e that understand rights : not our own as trite as they are unmeaning, pret_rred to
only. but yours into the bargain ; while you, apt and precise expressions, -- irippery orna-
poor simple souls! know nothing about the ment preferred to the majestic simplicity of
matter, good sound sense, _ and the acts of the senate

Hastygeneratizatlon, the great stumbling- loaded and disfigured by the tin_l of the
block of intellectual vamty !--hasty gene- playhouse.
ralization, the rock that even genius itself is In a play or a novel an _mproper word is
_o apt to split upon !--hasty generalization, but a word: and the hnproprmty, whether
the bane of prudence and ofsctenceI noticed or not, is attemled with no eonse.

In the British Houses of Parliament, more quences. Iu a body ot laws--especially of
especially in the most efficient house for busi- laws given as constitutional and fundamental
hess, there prevails a well-known jealousy ones-- an improper word may be a natimml
of, and repugnance to, the voting of abstract calamity : -- mid civil war may be the conse-
propositions. Th_sjealous) is not less general quence of it. Out of one foolish word may
_:hanreasonable. A jealou-y of abstract propo- start a thousand daggers.
sitions is an aversion to whatever is beside the Imputations like these may appear genelal
purpose--an aversion to impertinence, and declamatory--and rightly so, if they stooc_

The great enemies of public peace are the alone : but they will be justified even to an-
selfish and dissocml passions : -- necessary as [ tiety by the details that. follow. Scarccly an
they are-- the one to the very existence of article, which in rummaging it, will not be
each individual, the other to his security. On found a true Pandora's box.
the part of these affectioI_s, a deficiency in i In running over the several articles, I shall
point of strength is never to be apprehended : I on the occasion of each article point out, in

all that is to be apprehended in respect of I the first place, the errors it contaiu_intheory;
them, is to be apprehended on the side of their t and then, in the second place, the mischiefs
excess. Society is held together only by the [ it is prcgnm_t with in practice.
sacrifices that men can be induced to make _ The criticism is verbal :-- true, but what
of the gratifications they demand: to obtain else can it be? Words--words witholzt a
these sacrifices is thegreat difficulty, the great meanillg, or with a meaning too flatly fhlse
task of government. What has been the ob- to be maintained by anybody, are the stuff
ject, the perpetual and palpable object, of this it is made of. Look to the letter, you find
declaration of pretended rights ? To add as nonsense-- look beyond the letter, you _ld
much force as possible to these passions, al- nothing.
ready but too strong,--to burst the cords that
hold them in, --to say to the selfish passions, AaTICLE I.
there _everywhere-- is your prey I --to the 3[en lull men_ are born and remain free,
angry passions, there--everywhere--is your and equal in respect of r_ghts. Social di_tinc.
enemy, lions cannot be founded, but upon common

Such is the morality of this celebrated ma- utiht_.
nifesto, rendered famous by the same qualities In this article are contained, grammatically
that gave celebrity to the incendiary of the speaking, two distinct sentences. The first is
Ephesian temple, full of error, the other of ambiguity.

The logic of it is of a piece with its too- In the first are contained fou_distinguish-
rali_y :--a perpetual vein of nonsense, flowing able propositions, all of them ihlse--alt of
froma perpetual abuse ofwords,--words hay- them notoriously and undeniably false :.-
ing a variety of meanings, where words with I. That all men are born free.
•ingle meani_gs were equally at hand _ the 2. That all men remain free.

Yo_ IL 1 i '-'
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3. That a|l men are born equal in rights, tVhatever zs, zs, -- was the maxim of Des-
4. That all men remain (l. e. remain for Cartcs, wholookeduponitassosure, aswel!

ever, tor the proposition is iudefinite and un- as so iostructive a truth, that everything else
limited) equal iu rights, which goes by the name of truth alight be

2Ill men are barn .free ? All men remain deduced from it. The philosophical vortex-
free _ No, not a single man : not a single man maker--who, however mi_takenin his philo-
that ever was, or is, or will be. All Inen, on sophy and his logic, was harmless enough at
the contrary, are born in subjection, a_,d tile least--the manufacturer of identical piopo-
most absolute subjection-- the subjection of sitions and celestial vortices_little thought
a helpless child to the parents on whom he how soon a part of his own countrymen,
depemts every nmment for his existence. In fi-aught wit.h pretensions as empty as his own,
this suhjection every man is born-- in this and as mischievous as his were innocent,
subjection he continues for years--for a great would contest with him e_ en this his favour-
number of year_--and the existence of tile ite and fundamental maxim, by which every*
individual and of the species depends upon his thing else was to be brought to light. IV/u,t-
so doing, ever *s, is not--is the maxim of the a_a_chist,

What is the state of things to which the as often as anything comes across him in the
supposed existence of these supposed rights shape of a law which he happens not to like.
is meautto bear reference?--astate of things " Cruel is the judge," says Lord Bacon,
prior to the existence of governmeT,.t, or a " who, in order to cnable himself to torture
state of things subsequent to the existence men, applies torture to the law." Still more
of government ? It" to a state prior to the cruel is the anarchist, who, for the purpose
existence of government, wha_ would the of effecting the subversion of the laws them-
existence of such rights as these be to the selves, as well as the massacre of the legislao
purpose, even if it. were true, in any country tors, tortures not only the words of the law,
where there is such a thing as government ._ but the very vitals of"the language.
If to a s'_ate of things subsequent to the for- All men are born equal in ri[/hts. The rights
mation of govermnent--it in a country where of the heir of the most indigent family equal
there is a government, in what sin!zle instance to the rights of the heir of the most wealth) ?

in the instance of what single government, In what case iq this true ? I say nothing of
is it true ? Setting aside the case of parent hereditary dignities and powers. Inequalities
and child, let any man name that single go- such as these being proscribed under and by
vernment under which any such equality is the French government in France, areeon.-e-
recognised, qucntly proscribed by that government under

Alt men born flee? Absurd and miserable every other government, and consequently
nonsense! When thegreat complaint--acorn- have no existence anywhere. For the total
plaint made perhaps by the very same people subjection of every other government to
at the same time, is--that so many men are French government, i, a fundamental prin-
born slaves. Oh ! but when we acknowledge ciple in tlle law of universal iudependence--
them to be born slaves, we refer to the laws the French law. Yet neither was this true at
in being ; which laws being void, as being the time of issuing this Declaration of Rights,
contrary to flmse laws of nature which are nor was it meant to be so afterwards. The
the efficien'c causes of those rights of man 13th article, which we shall come to in its
that we are declaring, the men in question are place, proceeds on the contrary supposition :
free in one sense, though slaves in another ; for, considering its other attributes, incon-

slaves, and free, at the same time : -- free sistency could not be wanting to the list. 1_
in respect of the laws of nature -- slaves in can scarcely be more hostile to all otherlaws
respect of the pretended human laws, which, than it is at variance with itself.
though called laws, are no laws at all, as be- All men (i. e. all human creatures of both
ing contrary to the laws of'nature. For such sexes) remain equalin rights. All men, mean-
isthe difference--the great and perpetual dif- ing doubtless all human creatures. The ap-
terence, betwixt thegood subject, the rational prentice, then, is equal in rights to his mas-
censor of the laws, and the anarchist-- be- ter ; he has as much liberty with relation to
tween the moderate man and the man of vie- the master, as the master has with relation
lence. The ration.xl censor, acknowledging to him ; he has as much right to command
the existence of the law he disapproves, pro- and to punish him ; he is as much owner and
poses the repeal of it: the anarchist, setting master of the master's house, as the master
up his will and fancy for a law betbre which himself. The case is tim same as between
all mankind are called upon to bow down at. ward and guardian. So again as between
the first word _ the anarchist, trampling on wife and husband. The madman has as good
truth and decency, denies the validity of the a right, to confine anybody else, as anybody
law in question, -- deuies the exi_ence of it else has to confine him. The idiot has as
in the character of a law, m_d calls upon all thuch right to govern everybody, as anybody
mankind to rise up in a mass, and resist the can have to govern him. The physician and
execution of it. the nurse, when called in by the next t}iend
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of a sick man seized with a delirium, have no Sentence 2. Social distinctions cannot be
more right to prevent his thr_owing himself tfoul_ded but upon con_uon ntditg.-- This
out of tire window, than he has to throw I proposition has two or three meanings. Ae-
them out of it. All this is phnn!y and in- cording to one of them. the proposition is
contesta_ty included in this article of the t notoriously false: according to another, it is
Declarati,_n of f_ights: in the very words of il_contlad_etion to tlre tbur propositions that
it, and in the me,_ain_r-- if it h_ve any mean. preceded it in the same sentence.
ing. Was th_s the mc_n_ing of the authors What is meant by social distinctwns f what
of it ?--or did they mean to admit this expla- is meant by can ? what is meant byfi, unded
nathm as to some of the instances, and to What is meant by social distinctions ?-
explain the article away as to the rest ? Not Distinctions not respecting equality ?--then
being idiots, nor lunatws, nor under a de- the_e are nothing to tire purpose. Distine-
liritlm, they would explain it away with re- tions in re_peet of equality ? -- then, consis-
gard to the madman, and the man under a tcntly with the preceding propositions in this
delirium. Considering that a child may be- _ same article, they can have no existence : not
come an orphan as soon as it has seen the existing, _hey cannot be founded upon any-
light, at_d that in that case, if not subject to _!thir_g. The distinctions above exemplified,
government, it must perish, they would ex- _ are they in the number of the social distine-
plain it away, i thit_k, aud contradict them- tions here intended'_ Not one of them (as
selves, in tJ_e case of guardian and ward. In we have been seeings) but has subjection--
the ease of master and apprentice, I would not one of them, but has inequality for its
_lot take upon me to decide : it may have t ver) essence.
been their meaning to proscribe that relation What is meant by can_ean not be founded
altogether ;--at least, this may have been the btlt upon common utility ? Is it meant to speak
case, as soon as the repugnancy between that of what is established, or of what ought to
institution and this oracle was pointed out ; be establts/,ed? Does it mean that no social
for the professed object and destination of it distinctions, but those which it approves as
is to be the standard of truth and falsehood, having the foundation in question, are esta-
of right and wrong, in everything that relates bli_hed anywhere? or simply that none such
to government. But to this standard, and to ought to he established auywhere ? or that, if
thi_ article of it, the subjection of the appren- the establishment o_ maintenance of such dis-
rice to the master is flatly and diametrically positions by the laws be attempted anywhere,
repugnant. If it do not proscribe and exclude such laws ought to be treated as void, and
this inequality, it proscrtbes none : if it da the attempt to execute them to be resisted ?
_ot do th_s mischief; it does nothing. For such is the venom that lurks under such

So, again, in the case of husband and wife. words as can and can not, when set up as a
Amongst the other abuses which the oracle check upon the laws,--they contain all these
wae meant to put an end to, may, for aught three so per/eetly distinct and widely diffe
I van pretend to say, have been the institu- rent meanings. In the first, the proposition
tion of marriage. For what is the subjection they are inserted into refers to practice, and
of a small and limited munber of years, in makes appeal to observatmn -- to the ohser-
comparison of the subjection of a whole life ? ration oi other men, in regard to a nmtter of
Yet without subjection and inequality, no fact: in the second, it is an appeal to the
such institution can by any possibility take approving fi_culty of others, in regard to the
place ; for of two contradictory wills, both same matter of fact : in the third, it is no
Cannot take effect at the same time. appeal to anything, or to anybody, but a rio-

The same doubts apply to the ca_e of mas- lent attempt upon the liberty of speech and
ter and hired servant. Better a man should action on the part of others, by the terrors
starve than hire himself; -- better half the of anarchical despotism, rising up in opposi-
species starve, than hire itself out to service, tiou to the laws : it is an attempt to lift the
For, where is the compatibility between It- dagger of the assassin against all individuals
berry and servitude ? How can liberty and who presumetohold an opinion different from
servitude subsist in the same person ? What that of the orator or the writer, and against
good citizen is there, that would hesitate to all governments which presume to support any
die for liberty? And, as to tho_ who are such individuals in any such presumption. In
not good citizens, what matters it whether the first of these imports, the proposition is
they live or starve ? Besides that every man perfectly harmless: but it is commonly so
who lives under this constitution beingequal untrue, so glaringly untrue, so palpably un-
in rights, equal in all sorts of rights, is equal true, even to drivelling, that it must be plain
in respect to rights of property. No man, to everybody it can never have been the mean-
therefore, ca_, be in any danger of starving ing that was intended.
--- no man can have so much as that motive, In the second of these imports, the pro-
_eak and inadequate as it is, for hiring him- position may be true or not, as it may happen,
Jelf oat to Service. and at any rate is equally imaocent: hut it is
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such as will not answer the purpose ; for an J a meaning, these would be the plopositions
opinion that leaves others at liberty to be of ] either asserted or implied :
a contrary one, will never answer the pur- ] 1. That there are such things as rights an-
pose of the passions: and if this had been the I terior to the establishment of governa/ents =
meaning intended, not this ambiguous phrase- t for natural, as applied to rights, if it mean
otogy, but a clear and simple one, presenting anything, is meant to stand in opposition to
this meaning and no other, would have been legal_-- to such rights as are acknowledgt.d _o
employed. The third, which may not impro- I owe their existence to government, and are

perly be termed the ruJJ_an-iike or threatenil_g ] consequently posterior in their date to the

import, is the meaning intended to be pre- establishment ofgovernmant.
seated to the weak and timid, while the two 2. That these rights can not be abrogated
innocent ones, of which one may even be by government : for can not is implied ill the
reasonable, are held up before it as a veil to ] tbrm of the word impresc_iptible, and the
blind the eyes of the discerning reader, and sense it wears when so applied, is the cut-
SCreen from him the mischief that larks be- throat sense above explained.
neath. 3. That the governments that exist derive

Can and can not. when thus applied -- can their origin fi'om formal associations, or what
and can not, when used instead of ouyht and are now called conventions: associations en-
o_ght not--can and can not, when applied to tered into by a partnership contract, with all
the binding force and effect of laws-- not of the members for partners,--entered into at a
the acts of individuals, nor yet of the acts of day prefixed, fbr a predetermined purpose, the
subordinate authority, but of the acts of the formation of a new government where there
supreme government itself, are the disguised was none before (.for as to formal meetings
cant of the assassin : after them there is no- holden under the controul of an existing go.
thing but do him, betwixt the preparation for vernment, they are evidently out of question
murder and the attempt. They resemble that here) in which it seems again to be implied
instrument which in outward appearance is in the way of inference, though a necessary
but an ordinary staff, but which within that and an unavoidable inference, that all govern-
simple and innocent semblance conceals a meats (that is, self-called governments, knots
dagger. These are the words that speak of persons exercising the powers of govern-
daggers--if daggers can be spoken : they speak ment) that have had any other origin than an
daggers, and there remains nothing but to use association of the above description, are ille.
them. gal, that is, no governments at all ; resistance

Look where I will, I see but too many laws, to them, and subversion of them, lawful and
the alteration or abolition of which, would in commendable ; and so on.
my poor judgment be a public blessing. I can Such are the notions implied in this first
conceive some,--to put extreme m_d scarcely part of the article. How stands the truth of
exampled cases,_to which I might be inclined things ? That there are no such things as na-
to oppose resistance, with a prospect of sup- rural rights--no such things as rights anterior
port such as promised to be effectual. But to the establishmen_ ofgovernmant--no soch
to talk of what the law, the supreme legis- things as natural rights opposed to, in cort-
lature of the country, acknowledged as such, tradistinction to, legal: that the expression is
can not do I--to talk of a void law as you merely figurative; that when used, in the too-
would of a void order or a void judgment !-- ment you attempt to give it a literal meaning
The very act of bringing such words into con- it leads to error, and to that sort of error tha_
junction is either the vilest of nonsense, or leads to mischief_to the extremity of mis-
the worst of treasons:_treason, not against chief.
one branch of the sovereignty, but against We know what it is for men to live with-
the whole : treason, not again__t this or that out government--and living without govern-
government, but against all governments, meat, to live without rights : we know what

it is for men to live without government, for
AaTtCLe II. we see instances of such a way of life- we

The end in view of every political a_o- see it in many savage nations, or rather races
elation is the preservation of the natural and of mankind ; for instance, among the savages
i_prescriptible rights of man, These riyhts of New South Wales, whose way of living is
are liberty, propc_,ty, security, and resistance so well known to us: no habit of obedience,
to oppression, and thence no government _ no government,

Sentence 1. The end in view of every po- and thence no laws _ no laws, and thence
lititml association, is the preservation of the no such things as rights-- no security _ no
natural and impreseriptible rights of maa. property : -- liherty, as against regular con-

More confusion _ more nonsense, _ and troul, the eontroul of laws and government_
the nonsense, as usual, dangerous nonsense, perfect ; but as against allirregular eontroul,
Thewordseaascareelybesaidtohaveamean. the mandates of stronger individuals, none,

; but if they have, or rather if they had In thi_ atate, at a time earlier than the cam*
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mencement of history--ln this same state, the members of the community to rise up in
judging from analogy, we, the inhabitants of resistance against the la_. What, then, was
the part of the globe we call Europe, were ; their object in declaring the existence of ira-
- no government, consequently no rights: preseriptible rights, and without specifyinga
no rights, consequently no property--no single one by any such mark as it could be
legal security -- no legal liberty : security known by ? This and no other--to excite and
not more than belongs to beasts-- tbreeast keep up a spirit of resistance to all laws -- a
and sense ofinsecuritykeener--consequently spirit of insurrection against all governments
in point of happiness below the level of the -- against the govermnents of all other as-
brutal race. tions instantly, -- against the government of

In proportion to the want of happiness re- their own nation-- against the government
stilting from the want of rights, a reason ex- they themselves were pretend;ng to estab-
ists for wishing that there were such things lish -- even that, as soon as their own reign
as rights. But reasons for wishing there were should be at an end. In us is the perfection
such things as rights, are not rights ; -- area- of _'irtue and wisdom : in all mankind besides,
son for wishing that a certain right were esta- tbe extremity of wickedness and folly. Oar
blished, is not that right--want is not supply will shall consequently reign without con-
-- hunger is not bread, troul, and tbr ever : reign now we are living_

Tidal which has no existence cannot be reign after we are dead.
destroyed -- that which cannot be destroyed All nations--all future ages--shall be, for
cammt require anything to preserve it from they are predestined to be, our slave_.
destruction. A_atural r_qhts is simple non- Future governments will not have honesty
sense : natural and imprescriptlble rights, enough to be trusted with the determination
rhetorical nonsense,-- nonsense upon stilts, of what rights shall be maintained, what
But this rhetorical nonsense ends in the old abrogated--what lawskept in force, what re-
strain of mischievous nonsense : for imme. pealed. Future subjects (I shouldsay future
diately alist of these pretended natural rights citizens, fi)r French government does not ad-
is given, and those are so expressed as to pre- mit of subjects) will not have wit enough
sent to view legal rights. And of these rights, to be trusted with the choice whether to
whatever they are, there is not, it seems, any submit to the determination of the govern°
one of which any government can, upon any meat of their time, or to r_ist it. Govern-
occasion _hatever, abrogate the smallest par- ments, citizens-- all tothe end of time__all
ticle, must be kept in chains.

So much for terror_st language. What is Such are their maxims--such their pre-
the language of reason and plato sense upon raises--for it is by such premises only that
ttfis same subject ? That in proportion as it the doctrine ofimprescriptible rigbtsand tro-
is right or proper, i. e. advantageous to the repealable laws can be supported.
society in question, that this or that right-- What is the real source of" these impre-
a right to this or that effect- should be scriptible rights--these unrepcalable laws ?
established and maintained, in that same pro- Power turned blind by looking fi o.n it_ own
portion it is wro,zg that it shouht be abro- height: selLconceitand tyranny exalted into
gated : but that as there is no right, which insanity. No man was to have an}' other man
ought not to be maintained so long as it is for a servant, yet all men were forever to be
upon the whole advantageous to the society their slaves. Making laws with imposture in
that it should be maintained, so there is no their mouths, under pretence of declaring
right which, when theab_dition of it is advan- them--giving for laws anythinz tha_ came
tageous to society, should not be abolished, uppermost, anti these unrepealable ones, on
To know whether it would be more for the pretence of finding them ready made. Made

advantage of society that this or that right by what? Not by a God--they allow of
should be maintained orabolished, the time at none ; but by their goddess, Nature.
which the question about maintaining or abo- The origination of governments from a eon-
lishing is proposed, must be given, and the tract is a pure fiction, or in other words, a
circumstances tinder which it is proposed to falsehood. It never has been known to be
maintain or abolish it; the right itself must truein any instance ; the allegation of it dnes
be specifically described, not jumbled with an mischief, by involving the subject in error and
undistinguishable heap of others, under any confusion, and is neither necessary nor use-
such vague general terms as property, liberty, ful to any good purpose.
and the like. All governments that we have any account

One thing, in the midst ofatl this confusion, of have been gradually e_tablished by habit,
is but too plain. They know not of what they after having been formed bv force ; unless in •
are talking under the name of natural rights, the instance of governments formed by indio
and yet they would have them imprescrip- viduals who have been emancipated, or huv_ • !
fible_proof against all the power of the emancipated themselve% t?om governments
laws _ pregnant _ith occasions summoning already formed, the governments under which
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they were born-- a rare case, and from which of laws. These anarchiesl _ights which natm_
nothing follows with regard to the rest. What had set out with, democratic art attempts to
signifies it how governments are formed? rivet down, and declares indefeasible.
Is it the less proper-- the less conducive to Unbounded liberty-- I must still say uno
the happiness of society -- that the happiness bounded liberty ;-- for though the next article
of society should be the one object kept in but one returns to the charge, and gives such
view by the members of the government in_ a definition of libert_ as seems intended to
all their measures ? Is it the less the interest set bounds to it, ) et in effect the limitation
of men to be happy -- less to be wished that amounts to nothing; and when, as here, no
they may be so-- less the moral duty of their warning is given of any exception in the
governors to make them so, as far as they texture of the general rule, every exccption
can, at Magedore than at Philadelphia? which turns np is, not a confirmation but a

Whence is it, but from government, that contradiction of the rule: -- liberty, with-
contracts derive their binding force ? Con- out any pre-announced or intelligible bounds;
tracts _ame from government, not govern- and as to the other rights, they remain nn-
ment from contracts. It is from the habit of bflunded to the end : rights of man composed
entbreing contracts, and seeing them enforced, of a system of contradictions and impossi.
that governments are chiefly indebted for bilities.
whatever disposition they have to observe In vain would it be said, that though no
them. bounds are here as_ig_md to any of theze

Sentence 2. These rights [these impre- rights, yet it is to be understood as taken for
scriptible as well as natural rights,] are li- granted, and tacitly admitted and assumed,

berry, .property, securitp', and resistance to that theyare to have bounds; viz. such bounds
oppressmn, as it is understood will be set them by the

Observe the extent of these pretended laws. Vain, 1 say, would be this apology_
rights, each of them belonging to every man, for the supposition would be contradictory to
and all of them without bonl_ds. Unbounded the express declaration of the article itself,
liberty ; that is, amongst other things, the li- and would defeat the very object which the
betty of doing or not doi_g on every occasion whole declaration has in view. It wouht be
whatever each man pleases: -- Unbounded self-contradictory, because these rights are, in
property; that is, the right of dob_g with the same breath in which their existence is
everything around him (with every thirty at declared, declared to be imprescriptible ; and
least, if not with every person,) whatsoever hnprescriptible, or, as we in England should
he pleases; communicating that right to any* say, indeteaslble, means nothing unless it ex-
body, and withholding it from an)body:-- elude the interference of the laws.
Unbounded security; that is, security for such It would be not only inconsistent with it-
his liberty, for such his property, and for his self, but inconsistent with the declared and
person, against every defalcation that can be sole object of the declaration, if it did not
called for on anyaccount in respect of any of exclude the interference of the laws. It i_
them :_ Unbounded resistance to oppres- against the laws themselves, and the laws
sion ; that is, unbounded exercise of the fa- only, that this declaration is levelled. It is for
culty of guarding himself against whatever the hands of the legislator and .all legislators,
unpleasant circumstance may present itself and none but legislators, that the shackles it
to his imagination or his passions under that providesareintended,--itisagainsttheappre-
name. Nature, say some of the interpreters hended encroachments of legislators that the
of the pretended law of nature -- nature gave rights in question, the liberty and property,
to each man a right to everything ; which is, and so forth, are intended to be made secure,
hi efferto but another way of saying--nature -- it is to such encroachments, and damages,
has given no such right to anybody ; fbr in and dangers, that whatever security it pro-
regard to most rights, it is as true that what fesses to give has respect. Precious security
is every man's right is no man's right, as that _r unbounded rights against legislators, if
what is every man's business is no man's the extent of those rights in every direction
business. Nature gave--gave to every man were purposely left to depend upon the will
a righ_ to everything :_ be it so-- true ; and and pleasure of those very legislators !
hence the necessity of human government Nonsensical or nugatory, m_l in both case_
and humah laws, to give to every man his own mischievous : such is the alternative.
right, without which no right whatsoever So much for all these pretended indefea-
would amount to anything. Natur_ gave slble rights in the lump : their ineo_sistency
every man a right to everything before the : with each other, as well as the inconsistency
existence of laws, and in deiault of laws. of them in the charactel of "h_defcasible rights
This nominal universality and real nonentity with the existence of government and all
of right, set up provisionally by nature in de- peaceable society, will appear still more plain-
fault of laws, the French oracle lays hold of, ly when we examine them one by one.
and perpet_tes it under the law and in spite 1. Liberty, then, is imprescriptible _ in-
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capableof beingtakenaway _ out o( the rproprietaryrightswithrelationtoeverysub-
power of any government ever to take away: :ject of property without exception : in a
liberty, --that is, every branch of liberty-- word, that every man has a right to every
every individual exercise of liberty ; for no thing. Unfortunately, in most matters of pra-
line is drawn--no distinction --no exception perty, what is every man's right is _o man's
made. What these instructors as well as go- right ; so that the effect of this part of the
vernors of mankind appear not to know, is, oracle, if observed, would be, not to establish
that all rights are made at the expense of li- property, but to extinguish it -- to render
berry-- all laws by which rights are created or it impossible ever to be revived : and this is
confirmed. No right without a correspondent one of the rights declared to be imprescri W
obligation. Liberty, as against tile coercion tible.
of the law, may, it is true, be given by the It will probably be acknowledged, that
simpleremoval ofthe obligationby which accordingtothisconstruction,theclausein
thatcoercionwas applied--bythesimplere- questionisequallyruinousand absurd:
pealofthe coercinglaw. But asagainstthe and hencethe inferencemay be, thatthis
coercionapplicableby individualto indivi-was nottheconstruction_ thiswas notthe
dual,no libertycan be giventooneman but meaninginview.But by thesamerule,every
in proportion as it is taken from another. All possible construction wldch the words era-
coercive laws, therefi)re (that is, all laws but ployed can admit of, might be proved not to
constitutional laws, and laws repealing or have been the meaning in view : nor is this
modifying coercive laws,) m_d in particu- clause a whir more absurd or ruinous than
lar all laws creative of liberty, are, as far as all that goes before it, and a great deal of
they go, abrogative of liberty. Not here and what comes after it. And, in short, if this
there a law only-- not this or that possible be not the meaning ot it, what is ? Give it
law, but almost all laws, are therefore repug- ! a sense- give it any sense whatever, _it
nant to these natural and in_prescriptlbie ! is mischievnus --to save it from thatimpu-
rights: consequently null and void, calling tation, there is but m_e course to take, which
for resistance and insurrection, and so on, as is to acknowledge it to be nonsense.
before. Thus much would be clear, if anything

Laws creative of rights of property are also ! were clear in it, that according to this clause,

struck at by the same anathema. Howls pro- ] whatever proprietary rights, whatever pro-perty given? By restraining liberty ; that is, perry a man once has, no matter how, being
by taking it away so t_aras is necessary for I imprescriptible, can never be taken away
the purpose. Howisyour house made yours ? from him by any law : or of what use or
By debarring every one else from the liberty meaning is the clause ? So that the moment
of entering it without your leave. But it is acknowledged in relation to any article,

2. Property. Property stands second on that such article is my property, no matter
the list,--proprietary rights are in the number how or when it became so, that moment it
_f the natural and imprescriptible rights of is acknowledged that. it can never be taken
man--of the rights which a man is not in- away from me : therefore, for example, all
debtcd for to the laws, and which cannot be laws and all judg_nents, whereby anything is
taken from him by the laws. Men-- that is, taken away from me without my free con-
every man (for a general expression given sent -- all taxes, for example, and all fines
without exception i_ an universal one) has a are void, and, as such, call for resistance and
right to property, to proprietary rights, a insurrection, and so forth, as before.
right which cannot be taken away from him 3. Security. Security stands the third on
By the laws. To proprietary rights. Good : the list of these natural and imprescriptible
but ]n relation to what subject ? for as to pro- rights which taws did not give, and which
prietary fights_without a subject to which laws are not in any degree to be suffered to
they are referable-- without a subject in or take away. Under the head of security, li-
in relation to which they can be exercised-- berry might have been included, so hkewise
they will hardly he of much value, they will property : since security for liberty, or the
hardly be worth taking care of, with so much enjoyment of liberty, may be spoken of as a
solemnity. In vain would all the laws in branch of security : _ security for property,
the world have ascertained that I have a or the enjoyment of proprietary fights, as
right to something. If this be all they ha_e another. Security for person is the branch
done for me--if there be no specific subject in that seems here to have been understood :_
relation to which my proprietary rights are security for each man's person, as against all
established, I must either take what I want those hurtful or disagreeable impressions (ex.
without fight, or starve. As there is no such elusive of those which consist in the mere
subject specified with relation to each man, disturbance of the enjoyment of liberty,) by ..
or $o any man (indeed how could there be ?) which a man is affected in his person ; loss o!
the necessary inference (taking the passage life--loss of limbs _ loss of the use of limbs
literally)is,thateveryman hasallnmnnerof _ wotmds, bruises,and thelike.Alllaws
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sre null and void, then, which on a_ly aeeount his p_sions should no_ be sumcienfly iufla_ned
or in any manner seek to expose the person of themselves, sets it_lf to work to blow
of any man to any risk-- which appoint capi- the flame, and urges him to resistance. Sub.
tal or other corporal punishment-- which ex- mit not to an)' decree or other act of power,
pose a man to personal hazard in the service of the justice of which you are not yourself
of the mihtary power against foreign enemies, perfectly convinced. If a constable call upon
or in that of the judicial power against de- you to servein themilitia, shoottheeonstable
linquents : -- all laws which, to preserve the and not the enemy ; -- if the commander of a
country from pestilence, arrthorize the imme- press-gang trouble you, push him into the
diate execution of a suspected person, in the sea -- if a bailiff, throw him out of the win-
event of his transgressin_ certain bounds, dow. If a 3udge sentence you to be impri-

4..Resistance to oppression. Fourth and soned or put to death, have a dogger ready,
last in the list of natural and impreseriptible and take a stroke first at the judge.
rights, resistance to oppression -- meaning, I
suppose, the right to resist oppression. What ARTICLE lII.
i, oppres_-ion ? Power misapplit'd to the pre- The principle of every sovereignly [go.
judiee of some individual. Wha_ i_ it that a vernment] reszdes essentially in the natwn.
man has iu view when he speaks of oppres- ._*o bo_hlof men-- no sinqle _udh:idual-- can
s_on? Some exertron of power which he looks exercise any authority which does not expressl#
upon as misapplied to the prejudice of some issue from thence.
in_lividual-- to the producing on the part of Of the two sentences of which this article
such individual some suffering, to _ h_eh (whe- is composed, the first i_ perfectly true, per-
ther as _brbidden by the laws or otherwise) fectly harmless, and perfectly uninstruet:ve.
we conceive he ought nat to have been sub- Government and obedience go hand in hand.
jected. ]$ut a_r,fnst everything that can com_ Whele there is no obedience, tb,ere is no go-
umler the name of oppression, provision has vernment ; in proportion as obedie_ce is pard,
be(_n already made, ha the manner we have the powers of government are exercised.
seen, by the recog]fition of tt_e three preeed- This is true u_der the broadest democracy :
in_ right_ ; since no oppression can fall upon this is equally true under the most absolute
a man which is not an infiingement of his monarchy. Thiscan do no harm -- ean dono
rights in lelaiion to liberty, righl_ in rela- good. anywhere. I speak of its natural and
lion to prol,crry, or riL,hts in rel_ttion to ._e- obvious import taken by itself, and sup-
earitv, as above described. Where, then, is posil_g the import of theword principle to be
the dflt'erenee ?--to what purpo,e this fburth clear and unambiguous, a_ i_ is to be wished
claa_e after the three fir_t ? To this purpose : that it were, that is, taking it to mean e.fl_-
the mischief they seek to/)revem, the rights cleat cause. Of power on the one part, obe.
they seek to establish, are the same ; the dif- dience on the other is most certainly every-
fereuee lies in the nature of the remedy en- where the effieie_Jt cause.
deavoured to be applied. To prevent the But being harmless, it would not answer
mischief in question, the endeavour of the the purpose, as delivered by the immediately
three former clauses is, to tie the hand of the succe_-ding se]_tence : being harmless, this
legislator and his subordi_mtes, hy the fear of meani_ag is not that which was in view. It
_mllity, and the remote apprehension of ge- is meant as an antecedent proposition, on
_eral resistance and insnrreetmn. The ann which the next propositron is groundedin the
of this fourth c|au_e i_- to raise tl_e hand of character of a consequent. No body of men,
the individual eo_cer_ed to prevent the ap- no individual, can exercise any authority
prehended infraction of his rights at the mo- which does not issue from the natron iraan ex-
n_ent when he look_ upon it a_,about to take press manner. Can-- still the ambiguous and
place, envenomed can. Wha_ cannot they in point

Whenever you are about to be oppressed, of fact ? Cannot they exercise authority over
you have a t_ght to feast oppression : when- other people, if and so lor)g as other people
ever you cm_eeive yourself to be oppressed, submit to it ? This cannot be their meaning:
conceive yourself to have a right to make thi_ cannot Ire the meaning, not because it
resistance, and act accordmgl). In propor- is an mltrue and foohsh one, but because i_
tion as a law of arty kind--any act of power, contributes nothing to the declared purpose.
supreme or subordinate, legislative, adminis- The meaning mu_t be here, as elsewhere, that
trative, or judicial, i_ unpleasant to a man, of ever_ aut_._ority not issuing from the nation
especially it; in consideration of such its un- in an express mam_er, every act is void : con-
pleasantness, his opi_fion is, that such act of sequently ought to be treated as such-- re.
power ough_ not to have been exercised, he sisted, risen up against, and overthrown.
of coarse looks upon it as oppression : as Issuing from the nation in an express manner,
often as anything of this sort happens to a is having been conferred by the nation, by a
man -- as often as anything happens to a man formal act, in the exercise of which _he n_.
to inflame his passions, -- this article, for feaa" tion, i. e. the whole nation, jobbed.
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An authority issues from the nation in one common and perpetual use, to an import to
sense, ill the ordinary implied manner, which which nobody ever confined it before, or will
the nation submits to the exercise of, having continue to confine it ! And so I am never to
been in tile habit of submitting to it, every know whether I am at liberty or not to do or
man as lon E as he can remember, or to sortie to omit doing one act, till I see whether or no
superior au'ihority fi'om which it is derived, there is anybody that may be hurt by it-- till
But this meaning it was the evident design I see thewhole extent of all its consequences?
of the article to put a negative upon ; for it Liberty I What liberty ?--as against what
would not have answered the disorganizing power? as against coercion from what source?
purpose, all along apparent, and more than As against coercion issuing from the law ?-
once avowed. It is accordingly for the purpose then to know whether the law have left me
of putting a negative upon it, that the word at liberty in any respect in relation to any act,
expressdment -- in an expres_ way or mamzer I am to consult not the words of the law,

is subjoined. Every authority is usurped but my own conception of what would be the
and void, to which a man has been appoint- consequences of the act. If among these con-
cd in any other mode than that of popular sequences there be a single one by which
election; and popular election made by the anybody would be hurt, then, whatever the
nation--that is, the whole nation (for no law sa_s to me about it. I am not at liberty
distinction or divLqon i_ intimated,) m each to do it. I am an officcrofjustice, appointed
case. 1.0_uperintend the execution of punishments

And this is expressly declared to be the ordered by justice :--if I am ordered to
ease, not only in France, under the govern- causea thief to be whipped,--to know whe-
ment of France, but everywhere, and raider thor I am at liberty to cause the sentence to
everygovernmentwhatsoever. Consequently, be executed, 1 must know whether whipping
all the acts in every government in Europe, would hurt the thwf: if it would, then I am
for example, are void, excepted, perhaps, or not at liberty to whip the thief-- to inflict
rathernot excepted, two or three of the Swiss the pum,hment which it is my duty to inflict.
Cantons ;--the persons exercising the powers Proposition 2. And thereiore the exercise
of government in these countries, usurpers of the natm'al rights of each man has no other

resistance to them, and insurrection against bounds than those which insure to the other
them, lawful and commendable, member_ of the society the enjoyment of those

The French government itself not ex- same right-. Has no other bounds? Where is
eepted:--whatever is, has been, or is to be, it that it has no other hounds ? In what
the government of France. Issue from the tmn-- under what govermnent ? Ifunderany
nation : that is, from the wh,de nation, for government, then the state of legislation uri-
ne part of it is excluded. Women conte- dec that government is in a state of absolute
quently included, and children -- children of t perfection. If there be no such government,
every age. For if women and children are then,by a confession neeessaril) implied, there
not part of the nation, what are they ? Cattle ? is no nation upon earth in which this definition
Indeed, how can a single stuff be excluded, is conibrmab!e to the truth.
when all men--all human creatures--arc, and Proposition 3. These bounds cannot be de-
are to be, equal in regard to rights--in regard termined but by the law. More contradiction,
to all sorts of rights, without exception or more confusion. What then ?-- tiffs liiierty,
reserve 9 this right, which is one of four rights thug

existed befm'e laws, and _ ill exist in spite of
AItTICLEIV. all that laws can do, owe_- nit the boundaries

Liberty consists in being able to do that it has, all the extent it has, to the laws, Till
which is not hurtful to another, and therefiJre you knmv what the laws say to it, )ou do
the exercise (!f the naturalr_fhts c_!each man not know what there is of it, nor what ac-
has no other bounds than those u'hich znsure to count to give of it : and yet it existed, and
the other members of the society the enjoyment that in fldl force and vigour, before there were
of the same rights. These bounds cannot be any such things as laws; and so will continue
determined but by the law. to exist, and that for ever, in spite of anything

In this article, three propositions are in- which laws can do to it. Still the same inap-
cluded:_ titudc of expressions- still the same confl_-

Proposition 1. Liberty consists in beingable sion of that which it is supposed is, with that
to do that which is not hurtful to another, which it is conceived ought to be.
What I in that, and nothing else ? Is not the What says plain truth upon this subject ?
libertyof doing misehieflibert) ? If not, what What is tl_e sense most approaching to this
is it? and what wm'd is there for it in the nonsense?
language, or in any language by which it can The liberty which the law ought to allow
be spoken of? ttow childish, how repugnant of, and leave in existence--leave uneoereed,
to the ends of language, is this perversion of unremoved-- is the liberty which concerns
languagel--to attempt to confine a word in those acts only, by which, if exercised, no
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damage would be done to the community upon never has taken place, nor fill men are angels
the whole; that is, either rio damage at all, ever can take place. Against every govern-
or none but what promises to be compen- ment which fails in any degree of fulfilling
sated by at least eqqal benefit, these expectations, then, it is the professed

Accordingly, the exercise of the rights al- object of this manifesto to excite insurree-
lowed to and conferred upon each individual, tion : here, as elsewhere, it is therefore its
ought to have no other bounds set to it by direct object to excite insurrection at all times
the law. than those which are necessary to against every government whatsoever.
enable it to maintain every other indi_fi_lual Sentence 2. Whatever is not forbidden by
in the possession and exercise of such rights the law, cannot he hindered, nor can any indi-
us it is consistent with the greatest good of vidual be compelled to do what the law does
the eommunity that he should be allowed, not command.
The marking out of these bound_ oright not The effect of this law, for want of the re-
to be left to anybody but the legislator act- quisite exceptions or explanations, is to an-
ing as such--that is, to him or _hem who are nihilate, for the time being and for ever, all
acknowledged to be in possession of the so- powcrs of command : all power, the exercise
vereign power : that is, it ought no_;to be left of which consists in the issuing and inforciug
to the occasional and arbitrary declaration of obedience to particular and occasional corn-
any individual, whatever share he may pus- mands; domestic power, power of the police,
seas of subordinate authority, judicial power, military power, power of su-

The word autrui-- another, is so loose,-- perior officers, in the line of civil administra-
making no distinction between the community tion, over their subordinates If I say to my
mid indiwduals, -- as, according to the mn_t son, Do not mount that horse, which you are
natural construction, to deprwe succeeding not strong enough to manage; if I say to my
legislators of all power of repressing, by pu- daughter, Do not go to that point.where there
nNhment or otherwise, any acts by which no are young men bathing; they may set, me at
individual sufferers are to be found: arid to defiance, bidding me show them where there
deprive them beyond a doubt of ail power of are an3thing about mounting unruly horses,
ntF,,rdir_gprotection to auy man, woman, or or going where there are young men bathing,
ehihl, against h_s or her own weakness, igno- in the laws. By the same clause, they may
ranee, or imprudence, eavh of them justin, themselves in turning

their backs upon the lesson I have given them ;
ARTICLE V. while my apprentice refuses to do the work

The law has no right to forbid any other I have giveu hun; and my wife, instead of
actions than such as are hurtful to society, providing the meals t had desired her to pro-
lVhatever is not forbzdden bu the law, can. vide for ourselves and family, tells me she
not be hindered: nor can an!/ ind_eidual be thinks fit to go and dine elsewhere. In lho
compelled- to do that whzch the taw does not existing order of things, under any other go-
ecmmand, vernment than that which was here to be or-

Sentence 1. The law has no right (n'a le ganized, whatever is commanded or forbidden
droit) to forbid any other actions -than such in virtue of a power which the law allows of
as are hurtful to society. The law has no and recognises, is virtually and in effect corn-
right (n'a le droit, not ne peut pas.) This, manded and forbidden bvthe lawit_elf, since,
for once, is fi'ee from ambiguity. Here the by the support it gives to the persons in ques-
mask of ambiguity is thrown off. "The avowed tion m the exercise of their respective autho-
object of this clause is to preael_ constant rities, it shows itself to have adopted those
insurreetion, to raise up every man in arms commands, and considered them as its own

against every law which he happens not to before theyareissued, al_dthat, whatever may
approve of. For, take any such action you _ the purport of them, so long as the) are
will, if the law have no right to fiirbid it, a confined within the limits it has marked out.
law forbidding it is null and void, apd the But all these existing governments being tim-
attempt to execute it an oppression, and re- damentally repugnant to the rights of man,
sistanee to such attempt, and insurrection in are null and void, and ineapable of filling up
support of sueh resistance, legal, justifiable, this or any other gap in the texture of the
and commendable, new eode. Besides, this right of not being

To have said that no law ought to forbid hindered from doing anything which the law
any act that is not of a nature prejudieal to itself has not forbidden, nor compelled to do
society, would have answered every good pur- anything which it has not cmnmanded, is an
pose, but would not have answered the pur- article of natural, unalienable, sacred, and im-
pose which is intended to be answered here. preseriptible right, over which ptditieal laws

A government which should fulfil the ex- have no sort of power ; so that the attempt
pectations here held out, would be a govern- to fill up the gap, arid to establish any such
ment of absolute perfection. The instance power of commanding or forbidding what is
of a government fulfilling these expectations, not already commanded and forbidden by the
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law. would be an act of usurpation, mid all even in France. As to general, it means uni-
such powers so attempted to be established, versal ; for there are no exceptions made,
null and void. How also can any such powers women, children, madmen, criminals -- for
subsist in a society of which all'the members these being human creatures, have already
are free and equal in point of rights ? been declared equal in respect of rights : ha-

Admit, however, that romn is given for the lure made them so ; and even were it to be
creation of the powers in question by the wished that the case were otherwise, nature's
spirit, though not by the letter of this clause work being unalterable, and the rights un-
-- what follows ? That in proportion as it is alienable, it would be to no purpose to at-
harmless, it is insignificant, and incapable of tempt it.
answering its intended purpose. Thts pur- What is certain is, that in any other nation
pose is to protect individuals against oppres- at any rate, no such thing as a law ever ex-
stuns, to which they might be subjected by isted to which this definitmn could be applied.
other individuals possessed of powers created But that is nothing to the purpose, since a
by the law, in the exercise or pretended exer. favourite ohject ot this effusion of universal
else of those powers. But if these powers benevolence, is to declare the governments
are left to the determii_ation of succeeding of all other countries dissolved, and to per-
and (according to the doctrine of this code) suade the people that the dissolution has
inferiorlegislatures, andmaybe ofanynature taken place.
and to any extent which the-_e leg_,latures But anywhere--even in France--how can
may think fit to give thc'.n,-- what does the the taw be the expression of the universal or
protection here given ammmt to, especially even tke general will of all the people, whcn
as against such future legislatures, lor whose by far the _r_ater part have never enter-
hands all the restraints which it i, the object rained any will, or though_ at all ah(,ut the
of the declaration to p_owde are intended ? matter ; and of tho-,e who have, a great part
Misehievousornugator)isstillthcalternative. (a_, is the ease with almost all laws made by

The employment of the imprr)p_.r word a large a._-_embty) would rather it had not
can, instead of the proper word s/w/l, is not taken t,taee.
unworthy of ob_elvatum, Shall is tl_e Inn- bc.r_tcnec 2. }]very citizen has the ri,:ht of
guage of the legislator v_'ht,kno_',s what he eoncu:rmginper_on, orb_ hisrepresentat;ves,
is about, and aim_ at nothing more:--can, i in the tormation of it.

when properly employed in a bnok of law. is t tlere the language changes from the enun-
the language of the titivate commentator or i ciatinn of the supposed practice, to the enun,
expositor, drawing reference- tr_,m the text of j elation of the supposed ma_ter of right. Why
the law --from the acts of tl_e iegi.-lator, or I doe< it change ? After h:_ving said so silly a
what takes the place of the acts of the tegis- i thiu_ as that there i,_no law anywhere, but
later- the practice of the courts ot justice. I what was the expression of the will of every

I member of the community, what should have

ARTICLE VI. I hindered its going on in (he _anm sinv strain,
The law is the exlJression of the Oeneral I and saying that everybody did concur -- did

will. .Every citizen has the right of concur, j_fin in the formation of it ? However, as
ri.g in person, or b]! his representatives, m the idea of right k-. in this second sentence ut
the formation of it : it onoht to be the same any rate, presented by it_ appropriate term,
for all, whether it protect_ or whether it pu- the ambiguity diffu-ed by the preceding _n-
nigh. All the citizens bein[l equal in its e_/rs, tense is dts_ipated; and now it appears be.
are equally admisszble to all diynitics, public ymld a doubt, tha_ every law in the tbrmatim_
places, and emt,lo!/ments , accordin U to their of which any one citizen was debarred front
capacity, and without any other distinction concurring, eitht, r in person or by his repre-
than that ef their virtues and their talents, sentatives, is, aml ever will be, here arid there

This article is a ho&le-podge, containing and everywhere, a void law.
a variety of provisions, as wide from one an- To characterize proxies, the French Inn-
other as any can be within the whole circuit guage, like the English, has two words--
of the law: some relating to the eonstitu- representatives and deputies : the one liable
tional branch, some to the civil, some to the to misconstruction, the other not,--to ink--
penal; and, in the constitutionatdepartment, construction, and such misconstruction as to
some relating to the or'zanization of the su- be made expressive of a sense directly oppn-
prams power, others to ttiat of the subordinate site to that which appears here to have basil
branches, intended; the one tainted with fiction as

Proposition 1. The law is the expression well as ambiguity, the other expressing no-
of the general will. The law ? What law is thing but the plain truth. Being so superior
tke expression of the general will ? Where is to imitation _ so free to choose -- not tied
it so ? In what country ?--at what period of down by usage as peoplein Britain are_ how
time? I'n no cmmtry--at no period of time come they to have taken the English word
_in no other country than France_nor representatives, which has given occasion to
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so many quibbles, instead of their own good be deterred from doing his dt, ty ff the en-
word delmties, which cannot give occasion to couragement he have to do it were no greater
anything like a quibble ? The king of Great than the encouragement which the individual
Britain is acknowledged to be the represen- has to defend his right. These examples, not
_ative of the British nation, in treating with to phmge further into details, appear suffi-
fnre_gn powers ; but does the whole nation eient to suggest a reasonable doubt, whether,
ever meet together and join in signing an au- even in this instance, the smack- smooth
thority to him so to do? The king of Great equality, _.hich rolls so glibly out of the lips
Britain is acknowledged, in thi_ instance, to of the rhetorician, be altogether compatible
represent the British nation ; but, in this in- with that undeviating conformity to every
stance, is it ever pretended that he h_s been bend and turn in the line of utility which
deputed by it ? The parhamentary electors ought to be the object of the legislator.
have been said to represent the non-electors ; As to ptmishmm_t, a rule as strictly subor-
and the members of' parhament to Jepresent dinate to the dictates of tmhty_ as the doe-
both ; but did anybody ever speak of either trine of undeviating equality is congenial to
members or electors as having been deputed the capricious play of the imagination, is, not
by the non-electors ? Using the improper in any instance to employ more punishment
word representatives, instead of the proper than is neeesary to the purpose. Where, as
word deputies, the French might be saddled between two individuals, the measure of sen-
with the British constitution, fin' anything sibihty is different, a pumshment which in
there is in this clause to protect them frmn so name--that is, according to ever)' deseliption
horrible a grievance. Representatives sounded which could tie given of it in and by the law,
better, perhaps, than deputies. Men who are would be equal in the two instanee_--wou]d
governed by sound% sacrifice everything to in e,qbct be _idely diffcrelJt. Fiftylashes may,
sound : they neither know the value of pre- iu the estimation of the law, be equal to ht'ty
cision, nor are able to attain it. la_hes; but it is what no man can .-uppose, that

_entenee 3 It [the law_ ought to be the the suffering which a ba_d-wmking ._oung
same for all, whether it protect or whether man, or ewn a young woman of the hard-
it lmni.-.h--[i, e. as well m respect of the working cla_-s, would undergo fi'om the ap-
protection it affords, as in respect of the plicafion ot fifty lashes, could be really equal
pumshment it inflict_-.'l in inteusltv to that which must have been

This clau_eappcars reasonahtein the main, I endured fi'om the same nominal pani,bment
but in re<peer to certain points it may be (were even the instrument and force applied
susceptible of explanations and exceptions, the s:m_e) by the Countess Lapuehin, till
from the discussion of which it might have then the favourite, and one of the lin_st or-
been as well if all po_-terity had iJot been naments of the court of a Ru.-sial_ empress.
debarred. Bani,hment wouht, upon the time of the taw,

As to protection, English law afford-_ a pu- be equal to banishment : but it will not rca*
nishment, which consists in being put out of dily b,, admitted, that to a servant nf the
the protection of the law ; in virtl_e of _ bich pubhc, who happens to have nothing to live
a man is debarred from applyin': ior red_ess upon bat a salary, the receipt of which de-
from any kind of injury. For my own part, pends upon attendance at his office, it would
I do not approve of any such pu_Ji_hment : be no creater punishment tban to a sturdy
but perhaps they do, who having it in _heir labourer, who in one countl_- as well as in
power in abrogate it, 3el retain it. In France, another, may derive an equal [ivelihood i?om
I suppose it is approved of, where, in a much the labour of his hands.
severer form than the English, it has been so Those, ff any such there are, to whom
much practised. This species of punishment distmeuons such as these wouht appear con-
is inhibited for ever, by the letter at least of sonant to reason and utility, might perhaps
this clause. As to the spirit of it, one of the regard them as not irreconcilable with the
ruling thatures of this composition from end language of this clause. But others might
to end is, that the spirit of it is ineomprehen- think them either not reasonable, or, though
sibte, reasonable, not thus reconcilable. And were

Under the English law. heavier damages any such distinctions to be ingrafted into the
are given in many instances to the ministers law by any succeeding legislators, those who
ofjustice, acting as such, in e,,se ofill-t'ounded did not approve of the alteration would, if at
prosecution_ against them, for supposed in- all actuated by any regard to the tenorand
juries to individuals, than would be given to spirit of this declaration, raise a cry of arts-
private individuals aggrieved by prosecutions tocracy, and pronounce the alteration void :
for the same injuries. The notion evidently and then comes resistance and insurrection,
is, that the servants of the public, not having and all the evils in their train.
so strong a_l interest in defending the rights Sentence 4. All the citizens being equal
of the public as individuals have in defending in its eyes, are all of them admissible to all
their own, the public man would be apt to dignities, public places, and employment_
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according to their capacity, and without any I the blood of the murdered person, and order-
other distinction than that of their virtues ed for execution on the second of the month
and their talents. --or, which is doubtless esteemed worse, a

This is one of tt,e few clauses, not to say the ro)ati,t con vieted of adherence to the govern-
only one, which doe_ not _eem liable to very ment under which his country had existed tbr
serious objection : there i_ nothing to object i so many hundred years-- to put in his claim
to in its general spirit and meaning, th,>ugh tbr admittance to give his suffrage in the
perhaps there is sornetbi_Jg as to the exprcs- eh'cfion of a deputy to the convention, or of
stun. In general, it were to be wi.-hcd that a ma3or of the Paris municipality, I see not
no class of men should stand inc_,_ae:t_tcd how bl_ claim could be rejected without an
with regard to any object of cumpetition by infrmgeme_t, of thi_ elau,-e. Indeed, if this
any general, law : nor van anythh_,r be <aid right, like all the others, be, as we are told
in favour of those hereditary mcapaeitatm.,;s over and over again, a present of the goddess
which sugge,-ted and prov._&ed this cla_e. Nature, and prntdagamst all attacks of law,
Yet as govel, nments are ct,ns_l_med, and as what i.- to be done. and what remedy can be
the current of apiarian rm*_, thcre may be adnfinistered by the law? Something, it is
cases where some sorts of ic.eapacita'ion m true, is _aid of talents and of virtues; aald
regard to office seem called for by the par- the madman, it may be said, is deficdent in
pose which operated a_ the final cause in the talents, and the criminal in point of virtues.
institution of the office. It seems hardly But neither talents nor virtuesare mentioned
decent or consistent, tbr example, to allow to otherwise than as marks of pre-eminence and
a Jew the theulty of [*re-enting to a Cbri-ti_n distinction, recommending the possessors to a
benefice with cure of souls : though, by a I proportionable degree of fhvour and approba-
judgment of no very ancient date, the law of tiol_ with a view to preference : null,rag is
England was made to lend its sanction loan said of any deficiency in point of talel_t or
appointment of this sort. As inconsistent virtue as capahle ofshuttingthe door against
does it appear to admit a Catholic patron to a candidate : dlstinc_:ion is the word, not
appoint to a Protestant, or a Prate'stunt to exception, -- distinction among persons all
a Catholic benefice ; at least so long as di- within the list, not exception exeludh:g per-
versitles in matters of religious professmn sons out of the list.
continue to have ill-wilt tbr tbeir aeeompani- [ So far fi'om admitting the exclusion of

meat. Ecclesiastical patronage in the hands i classes of men, however incompetent, the pro-
of individuals, is indeed one of the abtlse% or vision does not so much as admit of the ex-
supposed abuses, which it was the object of I elusiun of indlvidnals from any office. An
this code to eradicate : and since then, the t individual, or a knot of individuals, bent upon
maintenance of an eeelesiasti_'al establishment i affordinga constant obstruetiontoallbusiness,
of any kind at the expen,e of the state, ha,, ' and selected perhaps tbr that very purpose,
in France, been added to the catalogue of might he returned to the supreme assembly,
abuses. But at the time of the promulgation or any other; nor could they be got rid of
of this e()de, the sp2rlt of subversion had not witlmut a breach of the natural and invio-
proceeded this /en_th : ecele._ia-tical offict's lable __i_htsof man, as declared and established
were still kept up ; though, in rclatinn to all by tic'i, elat_,e.
these, together with all other offices, the right $\ hat makes the matier still the clearer
of nomination was given to a_semblies of the i% that the partmular [aovision is given in
people. The incongruity at adtmttin_" the the character of a consequence of. that is, as
professor of a r_val rebgion to the right of hcing already included m the preceding ar-
suffrage, would therefore be the same m this title, declaring the pcrfcct and unchangeable
instance as in the case where the nomination equahty of mankind in respect of all manner
rested in a single breast, though the danger of rights:--" The citizens being all of them
would seldom be of equal magnitude, equal in its sight, are 'all of them equally ad-

Madmen, and criminals of the worst de- mis.-:hle,'" and so forth. As the general pro-
scription, are equally protected against exclu- position, therefore, admits of no exception to
stun from any office, or the exerci,e of any it, no more can this particular application of
political right. As to offices which under this it have one. Virtues and talents sound pret-
system a man cannot come into possession of lily, and flatter the imaginatio_, but in point
but by election, the inconvenience, it may be of clearness, had that been the object, thl
said, cannot be great ; for though not inca- clause, such as it is. would have been all the
pable of being elected, there is no danger of better had it ended with the words public
their berne so. Rut this is no_ the ca_e with places and employments ; and had all that
regard to" any m those political privileges is said about capacity, and distinction, and
which this systcm gives a man in his o_m virtues, and talents, heen left out.
right, and as a present derived from the hands
ofnature--suchastheright of suffrage withre- ABTICL_ VII.
lp_rd to offices. Were an assassin, covered with No one can be accused, a_'ested or d_
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taiaed, but in the eases determined by the I be worded, or, in short, any other form which
law. and according tt, the .forms prescmb.d ] the ministers in question may be pleased to
by the law. Those who soliczt, issue, exe- give it. lf to this interpretation any objection
cute, or cause to be executed, arbitrary ordcrs, can be made, it must be grounded on the
ought to be pumshed ; but every c_ttzeu, sum- arab guity ol the word the law---an ambiguity

moned or arrested ia wrtue of the lau,, ought [ resulting from the definition above given of

to obey that instant : he renders himself cul- [ it in thts declaratory code. If the laws arepable by resistance, all of them zt)safae'to void, as this manifesto
Sentence 1. No one can be accused, ar-lhas, hythe precedingartiele, declared them to

rested, or detained, hut in the casesdetermined i hc in all countries where the laws are made
by other authority than that of the whole

OYzribedthelaW,bytheandlaw.aCc°rdingto the tbrms pre- body at the people, then indeed the security
Here again we have the improper w(ud can, intended to he affotded is afforded ; because

instead of ought. Here, however, the power in that case no arrest or detention can be le-
af the law is recognized, and passes unques- gal, till the ground and fo_m of it have been
tioned : the clause, therefm'e, is in so t:ar not preoldained by a law so established. On the
mischievous and absurd, but only nugatory, coatrary, it' that article be to be explained
and beside the purpose. The prot_ssed objevt away, and countries foreign to France are to
of the whole cmnposition is to tie the hands he L-l't in possession of their laws, then the
of the law by declaring pretended rights over remedy and security amounts to nothing, for
which the lawis lmver to have anv power,-- I the reason we have seen. Nagatoly or mis-
liherty, the right of enjoying liberty : --here i chlevous : such is the option ever) where else
this very libert 7 is left at the mercy and good I -- such is the option here.
pleasure of the law. As it neither answers t Sentence 2. Tho_e who solicit, issue, exe-

the purpose it professes to have in view, so i etrce or cause to he executed, arbitrar_ o_dersp
neither does it fulfil the purpose which it _ ought to be fmnished.

ought to have had in view, and might have i Yes, sa_s a Moullah of Morocco, after the
fittfilled --the giving the subject or, to speak , introdueti'mt of this article into the Morocco
m the French style, the citizen, that degree at I code. -- ye% ff an order to the prejudice of
security which, without attempting to brad tt2e liberty of the sui_ject be illegal, it is an
thehaudsofsueeeedinglegislators, might have arhitlary order, and the is-uing ol It is an of-
been given him against arbitrary mandates, fence a_ainst tile liberty of the subject, and

There is nothingin this article which might a, such ought to be, and shall be pumshed.
not be received, and without making any If on., do',:"of an intidel presume to arrest or
alteration, into the constitutional codes of detain another dog of an in_del, the act of
Prussia, Denmark, Russia, or Morocco. It ts arrest and detention is an arbitrary one, m,d
or is not law-- (no matter which, for I put it nothing can be more reasonable than what the
so only for supposition sake)--it i., law, let law requires, viz that the presuming dog be
us say, in those countries, that upon order well bastinadoed. But gone of the thithfal,
signed or issued by any one of a certain hum- to e_e_y one of whom the sublime emperor,
her of persons--suppose ministers of state-- crowned widl the sun and mourn has given
any individual may he arrested at any time, the command over all dog% flunk fit to shut
and detained in any manner and for any length up ttn_ or that dog in a strange kem_el, what
of time, without any obligation on the par_ is there of arbitrariness in that ? It is no more
of the person issuing the order to render ac- than wi_at our customs, which arc our laws,
count of the issuing or of the execution of it allow of everywhere, when the true believers
to anybody but the monarch. If such were have dogs under them.
the lawin these countries respectively, before The security of the individual in this be-
the establishment of such a law as tl_is elau_e half depends, ";re see, upon the turn b:iven to
imports, such may it remain, and that without that part of the law which occupies itself in
effecting any abridgment of the powers of the estahlishing the powers necessary to be esta-
ministers in question, or applying any cheek blished for the furtherance of justice. Had
to the abuses of those powers, or affording the the penners of this declaration been contented
subject any security or remedy against the with doing what they might have done con-
abuses of those powers, after the introduction sistently with reason and utility, in this view
of such article, t they might have done thus :--they might have

The case in which it is determined by the I warned and instructed them to be particular

law, that a man may be so arrested and de- in the indication of the cases in which they
rained, is the ease of an order having been would propose to grant such powers, and in
Issued for that purpose by any one in such a the indication of the forms according to which
list of ministers ; and the form in which the the powers so granted _hould be exercised;
order for that purpose must be conceived, is , for instance, that no man should be arrested
the wording in the form in which orders to [ but for some one in the list of Cases enu-
rate purpose in question have been in use to ] merated by tl_e law as capable of warranti_
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an arrest ; nor without the specification of I of these cases, as well as a thousand others
that case in an instrument, executed for the i that might be mentioned, can there be any

purpose of warranting such arrest ; nor un- tI doubt, about the oppression .9 but by Article
less such instrument were signed by an officer i IL of this same code--an article which has sl-
ot such a description ; and so on :-- not to at- t re_dy been established and placed out of the
tempt to exhibit a code of such importance, _'ach of cavil, the right of resistance to up-
extent, and nicety, in the compass of a paren- pce_sion _s among the number of those rights
thesis. In doing so, they would have done wh,.ah nature hath gaven, and which it is not
what would at least have been innocent, and in tha power of man to take away.
might have had its use:--but m doing so,
they would not have prosecuted their de- ARTICLE VIII.
clared purpose ; which was not only to tutor The lm_, _uqht not to establish any other
and lecture their more expericnce(l and con- p_ln_shme_ts _l_un,_uchas are stricth! and er;.
sequently more enlightened successors, but deutlg necc_sar'.4; and no (me can be t,um_hcd
to tie their hands, and keep their |ellow- but zn r*rtue of a law estabhshed and pr,_-
citizens in a state of constant readiness to cut mul.jat, d be.lyre rhe comm_.,_slonof the oJ_bnee,
their throat._, and at)t_iied in a legal manner.

Sentence 3 But every citizen summoned Sentence 1. The law ought not to estab-
or arrested in virtue (,f the law, ought to obey lish any other punishments than such as are
that instant : he renders himself culpable by strictly and evidently neces.-ary.
resistance. The instruction administered l_ythis clause

This clause is mizhty well m Itself: --the is not great : so far, however, is well, that
misfortune is, that it is nothing to the pur- the purpose declared in this instrun:ent is
pose. The title of this code is the Deela- departed fi'mn, and nothing but instruction is
ration of l¢ights ; and the business of it is here attempted to be given ; and which sue-
accordingly, in every other part of it, to de- ceedlng legishtors may be governed by or
clare such rights, real or supposed, as are nut as they think fit. It is well. ruder:t, that
thought fit to be dec'lar_.d. But what is here penal laws not conforming to this co,dition
declared is for once a duty; the mention of are not includedin the sentence of nullity so
which has somehow or other _-lipt in, as it l"_berally dealt oat on other occasions, since,
were thlough inadvertence. The things that if they were, it would be difficult enough to
people _tand most in need of being reminded find a penn1 law anywhere that would s_aud
of, are, one would think, their duties :-- for the test, f_orn wl;atever source-- pure or im-
their r_ghts, whatever the? may be, they are pure, democratical, arist_0eratieal, or monar-
apt enough to attend to of themselves. Yet ehical--it were deri_.ed.
it is only by accident, under a wrong title, No rale_ of a_y tolerable degree of parfi-
and as it. were by mistake, and in this _ingle culariry and precision have ever yet been laid
instance, that anything is said that would down ibr adjnstmgeither the quantum or the
lead the body of the people to su_-peet that quality of punishments--none such at least
there were any such things appertaining to could have been in the contemplation of the
them as duties, framers of this code : and supposing such rules

He renders himself culpable oy resistance : laid down, and fiamed with the utmost degree
Oh yes--certainly, unless the law for the of particularity and precision of which the
infringement of which he is arrested, or at- nature of the subject is susceptible, it would
tempted to be arrested, be an oppresive one:
or unless there be anything oppres_.ive in the tainlv as it disfavours the liberty of preventing
behaviour of those by whom the arrest or de- it. Ask tbr a reason : a man's hou_'e,you are told,
tention is performed. If, for instance, there is h_s castle. Blessed liberty! -- where the trash
be anything of the insolence of office in thei_ of scntimeut._--where epigrams, pass for reasons,and poetry gives rule to la_ ! But if a mau'a
language or their looks, -- if they lay hold of house be his castle by night, how comes it not to
him on a sudden, without leaving him time be so by day ? And if ahouse be a castle to the
to run away, --if they offer to pinion his owner, why not to everybody else in whose fa-
arms while he is drawing his sword, without your the owner ehoos_ to make it so? By day or
waiting till he have drawn _t, -- if they lock by night, is it leas hardship to a suspeeted per-
the door upon him, or put him into a room son to have his house searched, than to an un-suspected one? Here we have the mischief and
that has bars before the window, -- or if they the absurdity of the ancient ecclesiastical asylums_

without the reason.come upon him the same nigh_, while the evi-
dences of his guilt are about him and all fresh, The course of justice in England is still oh-
instead of waiting on the outside of the door strueted to a certain degree by this silly epigram,
all night till he have destroyed them.* In any worthy of the age which gave. it birth. Delin-

• quents, like foxes_ are to [mve law given them :
By a subsequent decree of the Convention, that is, are to have chances of escape given them

this siJly provision was actually made law. under on purpose, as if it were to make the better sport
the notion of favouring libertj,. The liberty of forthe hunters---for the lawyers_ by and ibr whom
doing miaelfief_ it certainly does favour, as err. the hunt is made.
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still be seen in most instances, if not in every with a view to pmllshment, go under the de-
instance, that the offence adalitted optionally nomination of punishment, may be inflicted
of a considerable variety of punishments, of without any such view. These cases ategis-
which no one could be made to appear to be later who understood his business would
strictly and evideia_ly necessary, to the ex- have collected and given notice of, for the
clusion of the rest. purpose of marking out the boundaries and

As a mere _nclJ_ent<,,then, of what is fit to confines of the instruction in question, and
be attended to, a clause to this effect n*ay be saving it from misapplication. Laying an
very well; but as an instruction, calculated embargo, for instance, is a species of con-
to point out in what manner what is so fit to ] finemcnt, and, were a man subjected to it
be attended to may be accomldi_hcd, nothing l with a view to punishment, might in many
can be more triflm_ or uninstructive :--it is i cases be a ver_' severe punishment : yet if
even erroneousand fallacious, since it assumes, I the providence'of the legislator happen not
and that bv necessary implication, _hat it is I to have provided a general law empowering
possible, in the case(,f every offence, to find / the executive authority to lay an embargo in
a punishment of which the strict necessity is i certain cases, the passing of a special law for

capable of helng made evident,--wbieh is not i that purpose, after the incident which calls
true. U fortmmtcly, the existence of a sys- ! for it has taken place, may be a very justi-
tern of punishments of which the absolute fiablc, and even necessary measure ; for in-
vecessitv is capable of being made evident, stance, _o prevent intelligence from being
with reference to the offences to which they communicated to a power watching the me-
are respectively annexed, is not altogether ment to commence hostilities, or to prevent
so clear as the existence of the article by articles of subsistence or instruments of de-
which succeeding legi¢lators are sent in quest fence, of which there is a deficiency in the
of such a system by these their masters and country, from being carried out of it.
preceptors. One thing is but too evident, Bani,hment must, in a certain sense, be
that the attention bestowed by the penner admitted to be equally penal, whether inflicted
of tiffs article, on the subject on which he /br the purpose of punishment, or mdy by
gives the law to posterlt_ so much at his ease, way of precaution, -- for the purpose of pre-
was anything but strict• It was the Utopia w.ntion,and without any view to punishment.
created by the small talk of Pa;is that was Will it be said, that there is no case in which
dancing before his eyes, and not the elemcn- the supreme government of a country ought"
tary parts of the sub3ect-matter he was treat- to be tru,ted with the pwver of removing out
lng of-- thelist of possible punishments, con- of it, not even for a time, any persons, riot
fronted with the list of possible offezJees. He ' eve_ foreigners, frmn whom it may see tea-
who writes these observations has bestowed I son to apprehend enterprises injurious to its
a el _ser a1d more minute i _qu rv it to the ! peace ? So in the case of imprisonment,
subject than anybody who has t_eenbefore him I which, though in some instances it may be
_be has laid down a set of rules by which, a severer, may ira othe.rs be a less severe
as tie conceives the dlspropnrtmo but too , infliction than'banishment. Even death, a
generally prevalent between pumshments and i suffering which, if inflicted with a view to
offences, may be reduced wit hin bounds great- punishment, is the ver_ extremity of punish-
ly more narrow than it occupies any_here ment, andwhich, accordingtomyowneoncep-
at present in any existing code of laws-- and tion of the matter, neither need nor ought to
what he would undertake for is, not to make be inflicted in any instance tot the purpose of
evident any such last of stlictly necessary punishment, may, in some certain instances
punishments, but the impossibility of its ex- perhaps, be highly necessary to be inflicted
istence, without any view to punishment--for ex-

Sentence 2. No one can be punished but ample, to prevent the diffusion of the plague.
in virtue of a law estabIL-hed and promul- Thus it is, that while the clause pas_ing
gated before the commission of the offence, censure on ez post facto penal laws (a censure
and applied in a legal manner, in itself, and, whale it confines itself to the

Ttus chmse--ifinstead of theinsurrection- cases strictly within its declared subject, so
inviting, word can. the word o,_/ht had been highly reasonable) is thus exhibited with the
employed, as in the preceding clause of this insurrection-melting can in it, and without
same article-- would, as far as it goes, ha*e the explanations necessary, as we have seen,
been well enough. As it is, while on the one to guard it against misapplication, the eoun-
hand it not only tends to bring in the ever- try is exposed to two opposite dangers : one,
lasting danger of insurrection,-- on the other that an infliction necessary for the purpose
haml, it leaves a considerable part of the of prevention should be resisted and risen
danger a_ainst which it i_ levelled, uncovered up against by individuals, under the notion
and unprovided against, of its being included in the prohibition given

Numerous are the occasions on which suf- by this clause ; the other, that the measure,
ferhtgs as great as m_v that, being inllieted how necessary soever, should be sbstained
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_rom by the legislature through apprehenslon have been to say, h relation to every such
of such resistance, exercise of rigour which goes beyond what up-

As to the concluding epithet, and legally pears necessary to the purpose m question
applied, it might have been spared without that of making sure o_"the person, that not
any great injury to the sense. If the law coming within the ground of justification
referred to in justification of _a act of power taken from that source, it remains upon the
have not betm legally applied in the exercise footing of an offence of that description of
of that act of power, the act has not been delinquency, whatever it be, of an injury of
exercised in virtue of that law. the species in question, whatever it may be.

The iatisfaction and punishment annexed to
ARTICLE IX. it will come of course to be of the samenature

Every individual being presncned innocent : and extent as for an injury of the same nature
tmtil he have been declared guilty, -- if it be and extent having no such circumstance to

judged necessary to arrest him, every act of give occasion to it. Should the punishment
rigour which is not ne_'essary to the making in such case be gre_t_r or less than the pu-
sure of his person, ought to be se_erdy in- nishment for the same injury would be if
hibite_t by the taw. altogether divested of the justification which

This article being free from the insurrection- covers the remainder of the unpleasant treat-
exciting particle, and confining itself to the ment? Should the punishment of the mi-
office of simple instruction, is so far innocent : nister of justice exceeding his authority, be
the ohjeet of it is laudable, though the par- greater or less than tl_t of the tmeommis-
port of it might have been expressed with sioned individual doing the s_me mischief
more precision, without any authority ? On some accounts

The maxim it opens with, though of the (as would be found upon proper inquiry,) it
most consummate triviality, is not the more should be greater : on other accounts, not
conformable to reason and utility, and is so great. But these are points of minute de-
particularly repugnant to the regulation in tail, which might surely as well have been
support and justification of which it is ad- left to the determination of those who would
duced. That every man ought to be presumed have had time to give them due examination,
innocent (for "is presumed innocent" is non- as determined upon at random by those who
sense,) until he have been declared (that is, had no such time. The words of this article
adjudged) guilty, is very well so long as no seem to intimate, that the punishment for
accusation has been preferred against him, -- the abuse of power by the miaister of justice
_r rather, so long as neither that nor any other ] ought to be the greater of the two. But why
circumstance app:ars to afford reason for sus- I so? You know better where to meet with
peetiug the contrary-- but very irrational, i the minister of justice than with an offending
after that ground for supposing he may have i individual taken at large:--the officer ha_
been guilty has been brought to light. I more to lose than the individual : _ and the

The maxim is particularly misapplied and ! greater the assurance you have that a delia-
absurd when applied to the ease where it has quent, in case of accusation, will be forth°
been judged proper (on sufficient grounds we ' coming, in readiness to afford satisfaction in
are to suppose) to put him under arrest, to the event of his being sentenced to afford it,
deprive him of his power of locomotion. Sup- the less the alarm which his delinquency in-
pose him innocent, and the defalcation made spires.
from his liberty is injurious and unwarrant-
able. The pl_dn truth of the matter is, that AI_TICLXX.
the only rational ground for empowering a No one ought to be molested _me_ning,
man to be arrested in such a case, is its not probably, by government] for his opbdons,
being yet known whether he be innocent or even in matters of religion, provided that tl_
guilty : suppose him guilty, he ought to be manisfestation of them does not disturb _bet-
punished -- suppose him innocent, he ought ter expressed perhaps by saying, except m as
not to be touched. But plain unsophisti- far as the manifestation of them disturb, or
cared truth and common sense do not answer rather tends to the disturbance o_ the 1_ablie
the purpose of poetry or rhetoric ; and it is order established by the law.
from poetry and rhetoric that these tutors of Liberty of publication with regard to opl-
mankind and governors of futurity take their nious, under curtain exceptions, is a liberty
law. A elap from the galleries is their object, which it would be highly proper and fit to
not the welfare of the state, establish, but which" would receive bat a

As for the expression, ought to be severely very precarious establishment from an artide
repressed (by pumshment I suppose,) it is as thus worded. Disturb the pubhe order ?
well calculated to inflame (the general pur- what does that mean ? Louis XIV. need
pose of this effusion of matchless wisdom) as not have hesitated about receiving an article
it is ill calculated to instruct. A rather more thus worded into his code. The public order.
_apleandiostruetive wayofstatiagitwould of things in this behalf, was an order it
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Virtue of which the exercise of every religion join in processions of a certain description, to
b_Jtthe Catholic, accordingtohiseditionofit, be performed on certain occasions.
was proscribed. A law is enacted, forbidding What, then, is the true sense of the clause
men to express a particular opinion, or set of in question, in relation to these two cases ?
opinions, relative to a particular point in re_ What ought to be the conduct of a govern-
]igion: forbidding men to express any of those ment that is neither monarchical nor Catholic,
opinions, in the expression of which the Lu- with reference to the respective manifesta-
theran doctrine, for example, or the Calvi* tion of these two opinions ?
nistic doctrine, or the Church of England First, as to the opinion relative to the un.
doctrine consists : -- in a prohibition to this lawfulness of a government not monarchical.
effect, consists the public order established by The falsity or erroneousne_ which the mere-
the taw. Spite of this, a man manifests an hers of such agovernment could notbut attri-
opinion of the number of those which thus bute in their own minds to such an opinion,
stand prohibited as belonging to the religion is a consideration which, according to the
thus proscribed. The act by which this opt- spirit and intent of the provision in question,
rdou is manifested, is it not an act ef distur- would not be sufficient to authorize their
bance with relation to the public order thus using penal or other coercive measures for the
established ? Extraordinary indeed must be purpose of preventing the manifestation of
the assurance of him who could take upon them. At the same time, should snch maul-
him to answer in the negative, festation either have already had the effect of

Thus nugatory, thus flimsy, is this buckler engaging individuals in any attempt to effect
of rights and liberties, in oue of the few in- a violent subversion of the government by
stances in which any attempt is made to apply force, or appear to have produced a near pro-
iS to a good purpose, bability of any such attempt -- in such case,

What should it have done, then? To this the engagement to permit the free mantles-
question an answer is scarcely within the ration of opinions in general, and of religious
province of this paper : the proposition with opinions in particular, is not to be understood
which I set out is, not that the Declaration to preclude the government from restraining
of Rights should have been worded differ- the manifestation of the opinion in question,
ently, hut that nothing under any such name, in every such way as it may deem likely to
or with any such de,ign, shou!d have been promote or Facilitate any such attempt.
attempted. Again, as to the opinion relative to the

A word or two, however, may be Wen as meritoriousness of certain processions. By
a work of supererogation :--that opinions of the principal part of the provision, govern-
all sorts might be manifested without, fear of ment stands precluded from prohibiting pub-
punishment ; that no publication should be lications manifesting an opinion in favour of
deemed to subject a man to punishment on the obligatoriness or meritoriousness of such
aceount of any opinions it may be found to processions. By the spirit of the same en-
contain, considered as mere opinions ; but at gagement, they stand precluded fi-om prohi-
the same time, that the plea of manifesting biting the performance of such processions,
religious oplnim_s, or the practising certain unlessapersuasionofa politicalinconvenience
acts supposed to be enjoined or recommended as resulting fi'om such practice -- a persuasion
in virtue of certain religious opinions as pro- not grounded on any notions of their unlaw-
per or necessary to be practised, should not fulne_s in a religious view--should come to be
operate as a jt_stification for either exereiQing, entertained : as if, for example, the multi-
or prmnpting men to exercise, any act which tude of the persorm joining in the procession,
the legislature, without any view or refer- or the crowd of persons flocking to observa
ence to religion, has already thought fit, or them, should fill up the streets to such a
may hereafter think fit, to insert into the ca- degree, or for such a length of time, and at
talogue of prohibited acts or offences, intervals recurring with such frequency, as

To instance two sp_ cies of delinquency, to be productive of such a degree of obetrnc-
one of the most serious, the other of the tion to the free use of the streets for the pur-

slightest nature--acts tending to the violent poses of business, as in the eye of government
subversion of the government by force _ acts should constitute a body of ineonvenienea
tending to the obstruction of the passage in worth encountering by a prohibitive taw.
the streets :--An opinion that has been sup- It would be a violation of the spirit of this
_d by some to belong to the Christian re- part of the engagement, if the government,
litton, is, that every form of government but _ not by reason of any view it entertained
the monarchical is unlawful : an opinion that of the political inconveniences of these pro-
has bean sul_tmsed by some to belong to the cessions (for example, as above,) but for tile
Christis_ religion _ by some at least of those purpose of giving an ascendency to religious
that adhere to t_hat branch of the Christian opiniows of an opposite nature (determined,
religion which is termed the Roman Catholic for example, by a Protestant antipathy ta

is, that it is a duty, or at least a merit, to Catholic processions)-- were to make me at
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the real or pretended obstruction to the free The logic of this composition is a|together
use of the streets, as a pretence for prohibit- of a piece with its pohey. When you meet
tug slmh processions, with a t_erefore- when you meet with a

These examples, while they serve to ]1- consequence announced as drawn from the
]ustrate the ground and degree and limits of proposition immediately preceding it, assure
the liberty which it may seem proper, on the yourself that, whether the propositions them-
score of public tranquiltity and peace, to leave Eelves, as propositions, are true m' false -- as
to the manifestation of opinions of a religious ordinances, reasonable or unreasonable, ex-
nature, may serve, at the same time, to relier pedient or inexpedient-- that the consequent
apparent the absurdity and perilous_mss of is eitherin contradiction with the entecedcot,
every attempt on the part of the government or has nothing at all to do with it.
for the time being, to tie up the hands of The liberty of communicating opinions is
succeeding governments in relation to this one branch of liberty ; and liberty is one of
or any other spot in the field of legislation, the four natural rights of man, over which
Observe how nice, and incapable of being de- human ordinances have no power. 2'here are
scribed beforehand by any particular marks, two ways in which liberty may be violated:
are the lines which mark the limits of right by physical or bodily coercion, and by moral
and wrong in this behalf-- which separate coercion or demonstration of punishment ;
the useful from the pernicious-- the prudent the one applied beibre the time for exercising
course from the imprudent t--how dependent the liberty-- the other to be applied after i_
upon the temper of the times-- upon the in the shape of punishment, in 1he event o_
events and circumstances of the day !_with its not producing its intended effect h the
how fatala certainty persecution and tyranny shape of prebibition.
on the one band, or revolt and civil war on What is the boon in favour of the br_c._
the other, may follow fi'om the slightest de- of liberty here in question, granted by thi_
viation from propriety in the drawing of such article ? It saves it from succeeding legisla-
lines ]-- and what a curse to any country a tots in one shape--it leaves it at their mere F
legislator ma) be, who, with the purest inten- in the other. Will it be said, that what it
tions, should set about settling the business leaves exposed to punishment is only the
to all eterlSty by inflexible and adamantine abuse of liberty ? Be it so. What then ? Is
rules, drawn from the sacred and inviolable there less of liberty in the abuse of liberty
and imprescrq_tible rights of man, and the titan in the use of it? Does a man exercise
primeval and everlasting laws of nature ! le._s liberty when he makes use of the pro-

I give the preference, for the purpose of petty of another, than when he confines him,
exemphfieation, to one of those points of all _lt' to his own ? Then are liberty and con-
others, in relation to which it would give me finement the same thing--s)nonymous and
pleasure to see liberty established for ever, interchangeable terms.
as it could be established consistently with What is the abuse of liberty ? It is that
secoritv and peace. My persuasion is, that exercise of liberty, be it. what it may, whieh
there i's not a single point with relation to a man who bestows that name on it does no_
which it cm_ answer any good purpose to at- approve of. Every abuse of this branch of
tempt to tie the hands of future legislators ; liberty is left exposed to puni.,hment ; and it
and so, that as there is not a single point, is left to future legislators to determine what
not even of my own choosing, in relation to shall be regarded as an abuse of it. What is
which I would endeavour to give any such the security worth, which is thus given to
perpetuity to a reguhtion even of my own the individual as against, the encroachment8
framing, it is still less to say --strong as it of government 9 What does the barrier pre-
may appear to say -- that were it to depend tended to be set up against govermnent a-
upon me, I would sooner, were the power of mount to ? It is a barrier which government
sanctioning in my hands, give my sanction to is expressly called upon to set up where it
a body of laws framed by any one else, how pleases. Let me not be mistaken :_what I
bad soever it might appear to me, free from blame these constitution-makers for, is, not
any such perpetuating clause, than a body of the having omitted to tie the hands of their
laws of my own framing, how well soever I successors tight enough, but the suffering
might he satisfied with it, if it must be in- themselves to entertain a conceit so misehie-
cumbered with such a clause, vous and so foolish as that of tying them up

at all ; and in particular for supposing, that
AaTZCL_ XL were they weak enough to suffer themselvem

_effee e_raminatlon of thoughts and opi- to be so shackled, a phrase or two of so loose
_tt_ns is one of the most precious r_hts of a texture could he capable of doing the busi-
mere : every citizen may therefore speah, write, hess to any purpose.
n_d print freely, provided always that he shall The general notion in regard to offences
be answerabl_ for the abuse of that liberty in a notion so general as to have become pro,
tire rinses determi_,ea b_ the law. verlriat, and even trivial_ia, thet preveati_
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i_ better than punL_hment. Here prevention is progress of it, it does not follow that it ought
,bjured, and punishment embraced in prefe- to be left in his power to publish such alle-
_ence. Once more, let me not be mistaken, gations, because it ought to be left in like

.In the particular ease of the liberty of corn- manner in his power to publish whatever can
municatmg opinions, there most certainly are come under the denomination of opinions.
reasons, for giving upthe object of prevention, As for the word thoughts, which is put in u
and in the choice of the means of repression, line with the word opinions, as if thoughts
confining the repressive operations of the were something different from opinions, I
legislator to the application of punishment, shall lay it out of the question altogether,
which do not apply to other offences. A word till I can find somebody who will undertake
or two to this purpose, and to justify the to satisfy me, in the first place, that it was
sceming inconsistency, would havebeen rather : meant to denote something in addition to opi-
more iostruetive than most of those other in- nions, and in the next place, that that some-
structions of which the authors of this code thing was meant to include allegations, true
have been so liberal, and false, in relation to matters of fact.

Not only is the eonsequent of the_e two Is it, or is it not, a matter to be wished, in
propositions, clogged with the proviso at the France for example, that measures were taken
tail of it, repugnant to the antecedent, but by competent authority--whatever authority
in itself it is much more extensive-- it ex- be deemed competent, to draw the line be-
tends a vast way beyond what is intended as tween the protection due to the useful liberty,
• covering for it. The free communication, of and the restraint proper for the pernicious
thoughts, and of opinions, I presume are here licence of the press ? What a precious task
put as synonymous terms: the free communi- would the legislator find set for him by this
cation of opinions, says the antecedent, is one declaration of sacred, inviolable, and impre-
of the most valuable of the rights of man--of scriptible rights 1 The protectors of reputa-
those unalienable rights of man. What says tion on one side of him : the idolaters of
the consequent of it ? Not only that a man liberty on the other : each with the rights of
may communicate opinions without the possi- man in his mouth, and the dagger of assassi-
bility of being prevented, but that he is to be nation in his hand, ready to punish the smallest
at liberty to communicate what he will, with- departure from the course marked out in his
out the possibility of being prevented, and in heated imagination for this unbending line.
any manner,--false allegations in matters of
fact, and known to be such--for true, false al- ARTICLEXIL
legations to the prejudice of the reputation of The guarantee of tke rights of the man and
individuals_ in a word, slander of all sorts _ of the citizen necessitates a public force : this
and that in all manner of ways, -- by speech, force is therefore instituted for the advantage
by writing, and even in the way of printing, of all, and not for the particular utility lad.
without the possibility of stopping his mouth, vantage] of those to whom it is intrusted.
destroying his manuscript, or stopping the The general purpose of the whole per-
press, formance taken together, being mischievous

What then ? Does it follow, that because and pestilential, this article has thus much to
II man ought to be left at liberty to publish recommend it, that it is nothing to the par-
opinions of all sorts, subject not to previous pose--no declaration of inviolable rights_
prevention, but only to subsequent punish- no invitation to insurrection. As it stands,
ment, that therefore he ought to be left st it is a mere effusion of imbecility--a spe-
equal liberty to publish allegations of all sorts, eimen of confused conception and false rea-
false as well as true-- allegations known by seeing. With a little alteration, it might be
]aim to be false, as well as allegations believed improved into a common-place memento, as
by him to be true _attacks which he knows stale, and consequently as useless, as it is un-
to be false, upon the reputation of individuals, exceptionable: to wit, that the employment
as well as those which he believes to be given to the public force, maintained as it is
true ? Far is it from my meaning to con- at the expense of the public, ought to ]rove
tend in this place, especially in a parenthesis, for its object the general advantage of the
much more to take for granted, that the en- whole body of the public taken together, not
durance of even these mischiefs, crying as they the exclusive private advantage of particular
are, may not be a less evil than the subjecting individuals.
the press to a previous censure, under any This article is composed of two distinct
such restxictions on the exercise of that power propositions. In the first, after throwing out
t_ could be devised _ at any rate, under any of it as so much surplusuge, the obscure part
reich as have ever hitherto been proposed. All about the guarantee or maintenance of the
1 wean to say is, that whether a man ought rights of the man and the citizen, there will
or otq[ht not to be left at liberty to publish remain a clear and intelligible part, a deela-
private slander without the application of any- ration of opinion asserting the necessity of a
Ibing but subsequent punishment to stop the public force: to this, hooked on in the shape
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of an inference, of a logical conclusion, a vague saying such was the end in view upon tim
assertion of an historical matter of fact, which several occasions in question, what he meant
may have been true in one place, and false in _ss, that such it ought to have been. If this
another-- the truth of which is incapable of were really his meaning, the propositions are
being ascertained in any instance--an opera- such, both of them, as we may venture to
tion, the labour of which may be spared with accede to without much danger. A public
the less loss, from its being nothing to the force is necessary, we may say; and the public
purpose, is the party for whose advantage that force

This matter of fact is neither move nor less ought to be employed. The propositions
than the main end in view which happened themselves are both of them such, that against
to be present in the minds of the several per- neither of them, surely, can any objection be
sons to whose co-operation the public force produced : as to the inference by which they
was respectively indebted for its institution are strung together, if the application made
and establishment in the several political of it be not exactly of the clearest nature,
communities in the world, and which officiated yon have mdy to throw it out, and everything
m the character of a final cause in every such is as it should be, and the whole article is
instance. This final cause, the penner of the rendered unexceptionable.
article--such is his candour and good opinion
of mankind --pronounces without hesitation AaTICLR XlII.
or exception to have been the pure view of For the maintenance of the p_blic force,
the greatest good of the whole community-- and for the expenses of administration, a com.
public spirit in its purest form, and in its most mort contribution is indisyensable : it ought to
extensive application. Neither Clovis, Pepin, be equally dwided among all the citizer_ i_
nor Hugh Capet, had the smallest preferable proportion to #heir faculties.
regard to the particular advantage of them- In the first part of this article two propo-
selves or their favourites, when they laid the sitions are contained. One is, that a common
foundations of the public force in France, nor contribution is indispensable for the mainte-
any other consideration in view than what nanceofthepublcforce, lfbythisbemeant,
might be most conducive to the joint and that raising money upon all, for the main-
equal advantage of the Franks, Gauls, and tenance of those whose individual forces are
Gallo-Romans upon the whole. As little par- employed in the composition of the public
tiality existed in the breast of William the force, is proper, I see no reason to dispute it:
Conqueror, in favour of himself, or any of his if the meaning be, that this is the only
l_ormans, on the occasion of his sharing out sible way of maintaining a public force, it is
England among those Normans, and dividing not true. Under the feudal system, tbose
it into knight's fees _ freemen and villains, whose individual forces composed the public
_arons and yeomen, Normans, Danes, and force, were maintained, not at the expense of
English, collectively and individually, oceu- the community at large, trot at their own ex-
pying one equal place in his affections, and _ense.
engaging one equal portion of his solicitude. The other proposition is, th_ a common

According to this construction, the infer- contribution is indispensable for the expenses
ence, it must he confessed, may be just enough. (meaning the other expenses) of administra-
All you have to suppose is, that the greatest tion. Indispensable ? Yes, certainly: so far
good of the whole community taken together as these other branches of administration can-
was in every instance the ruliug object o£ con- not be carried on without expense--if they
s_:deration in the breast of the institutors of are carried on, the defraying of that expense

the public force : the pursuit of that greatest is indispensable. But are these nameless
good, in a certain shape not perfectly ex. branches of administration necessary ? for if
plalned, being the ruling object with the_ they are not, neither is a common contdba*
worthy men. As they did institute this public tion for the defraying of the expense. Are
force, it seems to follow pretty accurately that they then necessary ?-- these unnamed and
the attainment of that general advantage was unindicated branches ofadministratiun, which
the end in view, in each instance, of its being in this mysterious manner are put down on
instituted, the list of necessary ones, is their title to be

Should the two propositions, the antece- there a just one? This is a question to which
dent and the consequent, in this their genuine it is impossible to find an answer : yet, till
signification, appear too silly to be endurable, an answer be found for it, it is impossible to
the way to defend it may be to acknowledge find a sufficient warrant for admitting this
that the man who penned it knew no dif- proposition to be true. From this proposi.
ference between a declaration of what he tion, as the matter stands upon the face of
supposed was or is the state of things with it, it should seem that one of these sacred
regard to this or that subje_, and a deelara- and mviolable and impreseriptible rights of a
tlon of what he conceived ought to have been, man consists in the obligation of contributing
or ought to be that state of things ; and this to an unknown mass of expense employe4
being the case, it may be supposed that in upon objects not ascertained.
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Proposition 3. I_ (the common centribu- In the valuation of men's "faculties, is it
tlon in question)ought to be equally divided meant that their possessions only, or that
amongst all the eiuzens, in proportion to their respective wmltsand exigencies, as well
their faculties, as their ways and means, should be taken into

Partly contradietion--asequel to, or rather account ? In _he latter case, what endless
repetition of preceding contradictions: partly labour ! in the former case, what injustice i
tyranny under the mask of justice. In either case, what tyranny ! An hlqui.

By the first article, human creatures are, and sition into every man's exigencies and means,
are to be, all of them, on a footing of equality -- an inquisition which, to be co_nmensurate
in respect to all sorts of rights. By the second to its object, must be perpetual, -- an iuqui*
article, property is of the number of these _ition iutoevery man's circumstances, one of
-rights. By the two taken together, all men are the foundation stones in this plan of liberty !
wmt are to be upon an equal footing in respect To a reader who should pot an English
of property: in other words, all the property construction upon this plan of taxation
in the nation is and is to be diwded into equal (masked by the delusive term contribution,
portions. At the same time, as to the matter as if voluntary contributions could be a prac-
of fact, what is certain is, that at the time of ticable substitute for compulsory,)--to a
passing this article, no such equality existed, reader who should .collect from the state of
nor were any measures so much as taken for things in England the construction to be put
bringing it into existence. This being the upon this plan of taxation, the system here
case, which of the two states of things is it m view would not show itself in halt its
thatthisarticlesupposes?--theoldandrealtv blackness. To an English reader it migt_t
existing inequahty, or the new and imaginary naturally enough appear, that al.t that was
equality ? In the first case, the concluding or meal_t was, that the weight of taxation should
explanatory clause is in contradiction to the i bear in a loose sense as equally, or rather as
principal one : in the other ease, it is tauto- i equitably -- that is, as proportionably, as it
logical and superfluous. In the first case, the [ could conveniently be made to do ;--that

- explanatory clause is in contr,ldiction to the ! taxes, a word which would lead him directly
principal one ; for, from unequal fortunes if ] and almost exclusively to taxes upon con-
you take equal contributions, the contribu- sumption, should be imposed-- fbr example,
tions are not proportional. If from a fortune upon superfluities in preference to the neces-
of one hundred pounds you take a eontribu- series of life. Wide indeed would be his
tion of ten pounds, and from a fortune of twe mistake. What he little would suspect is,
hundred pounds, ten pounds and no more, that taxes on consumption, the oltly taxes
the proportion is not a tenth in both cases, from which arise the contributions that in
but a tenth in the one, and only a twentieth plain truth, and not in a sophistical sense,
in the other, are voluntary on the part of the contributor,

In the second case--that is, if equality in are carefully weeded out of the book of'French
point of property he the _ta_e of things sup- fiualjce. Deluded by the term indirect, im-
posed-then, indeed, equality of contribution posed as a sort of term of proscriptiom upon
will be consistent with the plan of equAiza- them by a set of nmddy-headed metaphysi-
tion, as well as cons,mant to justice anti clans-- little does he think that the _vourite
utility ; but then the explanatory clause, in species of taxation in that country of perfect

t_roportion to their .faculties, will be tautolo- liberty, is a species of imposition and inqui-
gousand superfluous, andnot onlytaotologous sition, which converts every man who has
and superfluous, but ambiguous and perplex- any property into a criminal in the first th-
ing: for proportionality in pointofcontribu- stance, which sends the tax-gatherer into
tion is not consistent with equality- in point every nook and coruer of a man's house,
of contribution, on more than one out of an which examines every man upon interroga-
infinity of suppositions, viz. that of equality tortes, and of which a double or treble tithe
in point of fortune : nor, in poin_ of fact, would be an improved and mollified moditi-
was the one consistent with the other in the cation.

only state of things which was in existence
at the time. ARTICLEXIV.

Men's faculties too ! What does that word All the citizens have the right to ascertain
mean ? This, if the state of things repre- _by themselves, or by their representatives, ttie
sented as actually existing, as well as always necessity of the public contribution -- to gu_e
having existed, and for ever about to exist, : their free conseat to it -- to follow up the aI_
had been anything more than a sick man's i livation of it, and to determine the quantity of
dream, wouldhave required to be determined, it, the objects on which it shall be levied, the
had it been at all a matter of concern to pre- mode of levying it and gettzag it in, a"ad the
vent men from cutting one another'sthroats, duration of it.
and must ha_'e been determined before this Supposing the author of this article an
theory could have been reduced to ,prutice. e_cmy to the stere, and his object to disturb
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the course of public business, and set the in- any one other act whatsoever, at my desire ?
dividual members of the state together by the Have I, an individual-- have I in my indi-
ears, nothing could have been more artfully vidusd capacity--aright when Iplease, to as.
or more happily adapted to the purpose. Sap- certain, that is, to examine into the necessity
posing him a -friend, and his object to admi- of every contribution established or proposed
ulster either useful instruction or salutary to be estabhshed ? Then have I a right to go
eontroul, nothing more silly or childish can whenever I please, to any of the offwers in
be imagined, the department of the revenue,--to take all

In the first place, who is spoken of--who the people I find under my command, _ to
are meant, by all the citizens ? Does it mean put all the business of the office to a stand,
all, collectively acting in a body. or every m to make them answer all my questions, w
citizen, every individual, that is, any one that to make them furnish me with as many palmra
pleases ? This right of mine, _ is it a right or other documents as I desire to have ?--
which I may exercise by my_tf at any time You, my next neighbour, who are as much a
whenever it happens to suit -me, and without citizen as 1am, have as much of this right at
the concurrence of anybody else, or which I I have. It is your pleasure to take this office
can onlyexereiseifand when I esn get every- under your command, to the same purpose
body else, or at least the major part of every- at the same time. It is my pleasure the pen-
body else, to join me in the exercise of it ? ple should do what I bid them, and not what
The difference in a prsetieal view is enor- you bid them ; it is your pleasure they should
mous; but the penners of this declaration, do what you bid them, and not what I bid
by whom terms expressive of aggregation, them:--whieh of us is to have his pleasure?
and terms expressive of separation, are used The answer is,--he who has the strongest
to all appearance promiscuously, show no lungs, or if that will not do, he who has the
symptoms of their being aware of the small- strongest hand. To give everything to the
est difference. If in cenjunetion with every- strongest hand is the natural result of all the
body else, I have it. already by the sixth ar- tutoring, and all the checking and controulinf
tide. Laws impnsingcontributions are laws: of which this lecture on the principles ot
t have a_ready, then, a right of concurring in government is so liberal : hut this ts the
the formation of all laws whatever: whatdo exact result of that state of things which
I get by acquiring the right of concurring in would have place, supposing there were no
the formation of the particular clans of laws government at all, nor any such attempt as
which are employed in imposing eontribu- this to destroy ih under the notion of direct_
tions? As a specification, as an application ing it.
of the general provision to the particular The right of giving consent to a tax,
subject, it might be very well. But it is the tight of giving consent to a measure,_
not given as a specification, but as a distinct is a curious mode of expression for sig,fifying
article. What marks the distinction the more assent or dissent as a man thinks proper._
forcibly, is the jumbling in this instance, and It is surprising that a man professing and
in this instance only, sets of another natme pretending to fix words--to fix ideas--toffs
with acts of legislation -- the right ofexami- laws--to fix everything--and to fix them t¢
_ing into the necessity of the operation, and all eternity, should fix upon such an expres.
of following up such examination with the sl_m, and should say the right of giving eo_
right of performing the operation -- the right sent, instead of the right of giving a vote_
of observing and commenting on the manner the right of giving consent, and consent only,
in which the powers of government are exer- instead of the right of giving consent or dis-
cised, with the right of exercising them. sent, or neither, as a man thinks proper.

Make what you will of it, what a pretty
contrivance for settling matters, and patting ARTICLEXV.
an end to doubts and disagreements I This, _Soeiety ]_asa right to demand from ev¢_
whatever it is, is one of the things which I agent qf the pubtw, an account of Iris admi.
am told I have a right to do, that is, either _istration.
by myseff, or hy certain persons alluded to Society ? What is the menning_wbat n
under the denomination of my representa- the object here? Different, where it ong_
tires, --either in one way or the other ; but in to be identical-- identical, where it ought to
which ? Thisisexsetty what I wantto know, be different-- ever inexplieit--ever indeter-
and this is exsefly what 1 am not told.-- minute, usingasintereonvertible, expressions
Can I do it by myself, or only by my repre- which, for the purpose of precision and right
sentatiws ; that is to say, in the latter ease understanding, require the most carefully to
by a delmty in whose election I have perhaps be set and kept in opposition : such is the
had'a vote, perhaps not-- perhaps girvn the language from the beginmng of thi_ eompo-
vote, perhaps not _ perhaps voted for, per- sition to the end !
haps votedagaiast; and who, whether I voted Is it, that superiors in office have a right
_or or against him, will _ot do either this, or to demand such an account,of their _ubordi-
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nates? Not to possess such a right, would
be not to be a superior_ _not m be subject ARTICL_ XVI.
to the exercise of it, would be not to be a Et_ry soeie_ in whict _he warranty of
subordinate. In this se_ase, the proposition is rights is sot ¢_s_red, [_' la gara_tie des droita
perfectly harmless, but equally nugatory. Is n'est pus assur_e,"] nor the separation of
it, that all men not in office have this right powers determined, has no constitution.
with respect to all men, or every man in Here we have an exhibition." self-conceit
office ? Then comes the question as before-- inflamed to insanity-- legislators t_rned into
each in his individual capacity, or only alto- turkey-cocks--the less importantoperation of
tether in their collective ? If in their cot- constitution-making, interrupted for the more
leetive, whatever this article, or any other important operation of bragging. Had the
article drawn up in the same view, does or whole human species, according to the wish
can do for them, amounts to nothing : what- of the tyrant, but one neck, it would find in
ever it would have them do, it gives them no this article a sword designed to sever it.
facilities for doing it, which they did not pos- This constitution, _ the blessed consti-
sess without it. Whatever it would have tution, of which this matchless declaration
them do, if one and all rise for the purpose fbrms the base--the constitution of France_
of doing it, bating what hindrance they may is notonly the most admirable constitution in
receive from one another, there will be no- the world, but the only one. That no other
body to hinder them. Bat is there any great country but France h&_the happiness of pos-
likelihood of any such rising ever taking sessing the sort of thing, whatever it be,
place ? and if it were to take place, would called a constitution, is a meaning sufficiently
there be any great use in it? conveyed. This meaning the article mu_

If the fight be of the number of those have, if it have any : for other meaning, most
which belongs to each and every man in his assuredly it has none.
individual capacity, then comes the old story Every society in which the warranty of
over again of mutual obstruction, mid the rights is not assured (route soci$t$ duns la-
obstruction of all business, as before, quelle la garantie des droits n'est pas a_'ur_e,)

The right of demanding an account ? What is, it must be confessed, most rueful non-
means that, too ? The right of simply putting sense ; but if the translation were not exact,
the question, or the right of compelling an it would be unfaithful: and if not nonsemdcal,
answer to it--and such an answer as shall it would not be exact.
afford to him that puts it, the satisfaction he Do you ask, has the nation I belong to
desires ? In the former case, the value of the such a thing as a constitution belonging to
right will not be great ; itl the latter case, it ? If you want to know, look whether a de-
he who has it, and who, by the supposition, claration of rights, word for word the same
is not in office, will in fact be in office ; and, as this, forms part of its code of laws ; for by
as ever 3 body has it, and is to have it, the this article, what is meant to be insinuated,
result is, that ever 3body is in office ; and not expressed (since by nonsense nothing is
those who command all men are under the expressed,) is the necessity of having a de-
command of every man. claration of rights like this set by authority in

Instead of meaning stark nonsense, was the character of an introduction at the head
the article meant after all simply to convey of the collection of its laws.
a memento to those who are superiors in As to the not absolutely nonsensical, but
office, to keep a good look-out after their only very obscure clause, about a society'ti
subordinates? If this be the case, nothing having "the separation of powers determio
can be more innocent and unexceptionable, ned," it seems to be the result of a confused
Neither the child that is learning wisdom in idea of an intended application of the old
his horn-book, nor the old woman who is maxim, Diwde et leapers : the governed are to
teaching him, need blush to own it. But havethegovernorsundertheir governance, by
what has it to do in a composition, the work having them divided among themselves. A
of the collected wisdom of the nation, and still older maxim, and supposing both maxima
of which the object is, throughout and ex- applied to this one subject, I am inclined to
elusively, to declare rights _ think a truer one, is, that a house divided

Silly or pestilential_ such, as usual, is here against itself cannot stand.
the alternative. In the shape of advice, a Yet on the existence of two perfectly in,
proposition may be instructive or trifling, dependent and fighting sovereignties, or of
wholesome or insipid. But be it the one or _three such fighting sovereignties (the sup-
the other, the instant it is converted, or at- posed state of things in Britain seems here
tempted to be converted, into a law, of which to be the example in view,) the perfection of
those called legislators are to be the objects, good government, or at least of whatever up.
and those not called legislators to be the ex- proach to good government can subsist with-
eeutors, it becomes all sheer poison, and of ! out the actual adoption in termip.is ofa decla-

rJmkcst kind, i ration of rights such u this, is supposed to
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depend. Hence, though Britain have no such !equal in property, and that for everlasting ;
thing as a c_nstitution belonging to it at pre- at the same time that he who has a thousand
sent, yet, if during a period of any length, times as much as a thousand others put to-
five or ten years for example, it should ever gether, is not lobe deprived of a single faro
happen that neither House of Commons nor thlrlg of it, without having first received an
House of Lords had any confidence in the exact equivalent.
King's Ministers, nor any disposition to en- Nonsense and contradiction apart, the topi¢
dure their taking the lead in legislation (the touched upon here is one of those questions
House of Commons being all the while, as of detail that requires to be settled, and is
we must suppose, peopled by universal suf- capable of being settled, by considerations of
fragc,) possibly in such case, for it were a utility deducible from quiet and sober inve_
great deal too much to affirm. Britain might tlgation, to the satisfaction of sober.minded
be so far humoured as to be allowed to sup- men ; but such considerations are far beneath
pose herself in pessession of a sort of thing, the attention of these creators of the rights
which, though of inferior sttlff, might pass of man.
under the name of a constitution, even with- There are distinctions between species of
out having this declaration of rights to stand property which are susceptible, and species
at its head. of property which are not susceptible, of the

That Britain possesses at present anything value of affection ; between losses in relation
that can bear that name, has by Citizen Paine to which the adequacy ofindemmfication may

following, or leading (1 reall) remember not be reduced to a certainty, and losses in re-
nor is it worth remembering,) at any rate spect of which it must remain exposed to
agreeing with this declaration of rights, been doubt : there may be cases in which a more
formally denied, than equivalent gain to one individual will,

According to general import, supported by warrant the subjecting another individual,
etymology, by the word constitution, some- with or without compensation, to a loss. Att
thing established, something already estah- these questions are capable of receiving a so-
lishcd, something possessed ofslabihty, some- lution to the satisfaction of a man who thini_
thitlg that has given proofs of stability, seems it worth his while to be at the pains of corn-
to be implied. What shall we say, if of this paring the feelings on one side with the feel-
most magnificent of all boasts, not merely the tugs on the other, and to judge of regulations
simple negative,but the direct converse should by their effect on the feelings of those whom
be true ? and if instead of France bein_ the they concern, instead of pronouncing on them
only country which has a constitution, France by the random application of declamatory
should be the only country that has none 1 epithets and phrases.
Yet if government depend upon obedience -- Necessity ? What means necessity ? Does
the stability of government upon the per- necessity order the making of new streets,
manence of the disposition to obedience, and new roads, new bridges, new canals ? A ha-
the permanence of that disposition upon the tion which has existed for so many ages with
duration of the habit ofobedienca_this most the stock of water-roads which it received
assuredly must be the case. from Nature, -- is any addition to that stock

necessary to the continuation of its existence ?
ARTICLEXVIL If not, there is an end to all improvementin

Property being an inviolable and s_cred all these hues. In all changes there are dis-
right, _o one can be deprived of it, unless it advantages on one side, there are advantages
be when public uecesszty, legally established, on the other: but what are all the advantages
evidently requires it [i. e. the sacrifice ofit,] in the world, when set against the sacred mtd
a_d under the condition of a just and previous inviolable right s of man derived fi'om the urn,
indemnity, enacted and unrepealable laws of Nature ?

Here we have the concluding article in this
pile of contradictions ; it does not mismatch CONCLUSmN.
the rest. By the first article, all men are On the subject of the fundamental prinei.
equal in respect of all sorts of rights, and so plea of government, we have seen what exe-
are to continue for evermore, spite of every- crable trash the choicest talents of the French
thing which can be done by laws. By the nation have produced.
second article, property is of the number of On the subject of chemistry, Europe hub
those rights. By this seventeenth and last beheld with admiration, and adopted with
article, no man can be deprived of his pro- unanimity and gratitude, the systematic views
perty_no, not of a single atom of it, without of the same nation, supported as they were
an equal equivalent paid--not when the oe- by a series of decisive experiments aud con-
easion calls for it, for that would not be soon elusive reasonings.
enough, but beforehand : all men are equal in Chemistry has commonly been reckoned,
respect of property, while John has £50,000 and not altogether without reason, among

_l*-ye_r, and Peter nothing : all men are to be the most all,ruse branches of science.
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chemistry, we see how high they have soared abridgment from an already formed and exo
above the sublimest knowledge of past times; isting assemblage of less general propositions,
in legislation, how deep they have sunk be- constituting the tenor of the body of the
tow the profoundest ignorance :-- how much laws, But for these more general proposi-
inferior has the nraturest design that could finns to have been abstracted from that body
be furnished by the united powers of the of particular ones, that body must have been
avhole nation proved, in comparison of the already in existmacc: the general and intro-
wisdom and felicity of the chance-medley of duetory part, though placed first, must have
the British Constitution. been constructed last;--though first in the

Comparatively speaking, a select few up- order of communication, it should have been
plied themselves to the cultivation of ehe- last in the order of composition. For the
mistry-- almost an infinity, in comparison, framing of the propositions which were to be
have applied themselves to the science of included, time, knowledge, genius, temper,
tegLslation, patience, everything was _anting. Yet the

In the instance of chemistry, the study is system of propositions which were toinclude
acknowledged to come within the province them, it was determined to have at any rate.
of science: the science is acknowledged to be Of time, a small quantity indeed might be
an abstruse and difficult one, and to require made to serve, upon the single and very
a long cour_ of stod) on the part of those simple condition of not bestowing a single
who have had the previous advantage of a thought upon the propositions which they
liberal education ; whilst the cultivattmt of it, were to include : and as to knowledge, genius,
in such manner as to make improvements temper, and patience, the place of all these
in it, requires that a man should make it the triviM requisites was abtmdantly supphed by
great business ofhislife; and those who have effrontery and self-conceit. The bush_ess,
made these improvements have thus applied instead of being performed in the way of
themselves, abridgment, was performed hi the way of an-

In chemistry there is no room for passion to ticipation-- by a loose conjecture of what the
step in and to contbund the understanding-- pm'ticular propositions in question, were they
_o lead men into error, and to shut their eyes to be tbund, might amount to.
against knowledge: in legislation, the eireum- What 1 mean to attack is, not the sub-
stances are opposite, mid vastly different, ject or citizen of this or that country-- no_

What, then, shall we say of that system of this or that eitizen--zlot citizen Sieyes or eiti-
government, of which the professed object zen anybody else, but all anti-legal rights of
k¢to call upon the untaught and unlettered man. all deelaratimts of such rights. What I
multitude (whose existence depends upon mean to attack is, not the execution of such
their devoting their whole time to the ac- a design in this or that instmlce, hut the de-
quisitinn of the mean, of supporting it,) to sign itself.
occupy themselves without ceasing upon all It is not that they have failed in their exe-
questions of government (legislation and ad- eution of'the design by using the same word
'nfinistration incloded) without exception-- promiscuously in two or three senses-- eozr.
important and trivial, --the most general and tradictory and incompatible senses-- but i_l
the most particular, but more especially upon uudertakiug to execute a design which could
the most important and most general-- that not be executed at all without this abuse of
-is, in other words, 1he mo_t scwntific--those words. Let a man distinguish the senses--
that require the greatest measures of science let him allot, and allot invariably a separate
to qualify a man tot deciding upon, and in word fbr each, and he will find it impossible
-respect of which any want of science and to make up any such declaration at all, with-
-skill are liable to be attended with the most out running into such nonsense as must stop
fatal consequences ? the hand even of the maddest of the mad.

What should we have said, if, with a view Ex nan, &see_ranes_from this declaration
of collecting the surest grounds for the de- of rights, _arn what all other declarations of

"6sion of any of" the great questions of che- rights--of rights asserted as against govern-
anistry, the "French Academy of Sciences (ff ment in general, must ever be,--the rights
its members had remained unmurdered) had of anarchy-- the order of chum.
referred such questions to the Primary As- It is right I should continue to possess the

temblies ? , e_at I have upon my back, and so on with
If a collection of general propositions, pat [ regard to everything _se I look upon as my

_togetber with the design that seems to have I property, at least till I choose to part with it.
Wen birth to this performanee--propositiorrs I 4t is right I should be at liberty to do as I
_of the most general and extensive import, l-please---it would be better ff I might be lm_
embraeingthe whole fieldoflegistation-,-were t.mitted _o add, whether other people were
capable of-being so -worded and put together I;pleased with what it pleased me to do or not.
as to be of tree, it could only tie on the con- ] But as that is hopeless, I must be content
•ditien of their being deduced in the way oL[ wi_h such a portion of liberty, though i¢ is
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the least I can be content with, as consists in I One and the same word, right m right, that
the libertyof dobrgas I please,subjecttoImost enchantingof words--isimfficientfor
the exception of not doing harm to other operating the fascination. The w_rdis ours,--
people. I that magic word, which, by its single m_

It is right I should be _cure against all sisted powers, completes tl'le fascinatian. Im
sorts of harm. _ its adjective shape, it is as innocent as a dove**

It is right 1 should be upon a par with it breathes nothing but morality and peace.
everybody else--upon a par at least ; and if I It is in this shape that, passing ill at the hem't,
_m contrive to get a peep over other people's it gets possession of the understanding :_i_
heads, where will be the harm in it ? then assumes its subgtantive shape, and join-

But if all this is right now, at what time ing itselt to a band of suitable as'socrates, se_
was it ever otherwise ? It is now naturally up the banner of insurrection, anarchy, and
right, and at what future tium will it be lawless violence.
otherwise ? It is then unalterably right for It is right that men should be as near upon s
everlasting, par with one another in every respect as they

As it is right I should possess all these can be made, consistently with general seen-
blessings, I have a right to all ot them. rity : here we have it in its adjective form,

But if I have a right to the coat on my synonymous with desirable, proper, becom-
beck, I have a right to knock any man down ing, consonant to general utility, and the like.
who attempts to take it from me. t have a right to put myself upon a par with

For the same reason, if I have a right to everybody in every respect: here we have
be secure against all sorts of harm, I have a it in its substantive sense, fornfing with the
right to knock any man down who attempts other words a phrase equivalent to tiffs,
to harm me. wherever I find a man who _ill not let me

For the same reason, if I have a right to put re) self on a par with him in every respect,
do whatever I please, subject only to the ex- it is right, and proper, and becoming, that'X
eeption of not doingharm to other people, it should knock him down, if I hare a mind to
follows that, subject only to that _xceptmn, I do so, and if' that will not do, knock lfim oh
have a right to knock any man down who the head, and so forth.
attempts to prevent nay doing anything that The French language is fol'tunate enough
I please to do. not to possess this mischievous abnrrdnnee.

For the same reason, if I have a right to But a Frenchman will not be kept back from
be upon a par with everybody else in every his purpose by a want of words : the wmrt_
respect, it follows, that stmuld any mma take of an adjective composed of the same letters
upon him to raise his house higher than mine, as the substantive r_ght, is no loss to him. Is,
;--rather than it should Continue so, I have a I has been, ought to be, shall be, can, -- all are
right to pull it down about his ears, and to I put for one another-- all are pressed into tim
knockhim down if he attempt to hinder me. service--allmadetoanswerthe_-anmpurposcs.

Thus easy, thus natural, anderthc gmdam'e I By this inebriating compound, we have seen

of the seltish and anti-social passions, thus [ all the elements of the understandhlg con-
insensible is the transition from the language I founded, every fibre of the heart inflamed,
of utility and peace to the language of ntis- ! the laps prepared lbr every iotlv, and the hand
chief. Transition, did t _ ?-- wl_at transi- lbr ever_ crrme.
tion?--from right to right ?" The proposi'tions Our/ight to this precious discovery, such
are identical-- there is no tran_itmn in the as it is, of the rights of man, must, I repeal;
ease. Certainly, as far as words go, scarcely it, have been prior to that of the French. It
any : no more than if you were to trust your has been seen how peculiarly rich we are in
horse with a arian for a week or so, and he materials tbr making it. Right, the substan-
were to return it blind and lame: --it was tire ri.qht, is the child of law: from real laws
your horse you trusted to him--it is your con|e real rights; but from imaginary laws,
horse you have received again : -- what you from laws of nature, fancied and invented by
had trusted to him, you have received, poets, rhetoricians, and dealers in moral and

It is in England, rather than in France, intellectual poisons, come imaginary, rights,
'that the discovery of the rights of man ought a bastard brood of monsters, "gorgons and
_aturally to have taken its rise: it is we-- ehim0eras dire." And thus it is, that from
"we English, that have the better right to it. legal rights, the offspring of law, ard friends
It ts in the English language that the transition of peace, come anti-le_lal rights, the mortal
_s more natural, than perhaps in most others : enemies of law, the subverters of govern-
_at any rate, more so than in the French. ment, and the assassins of security.
It is in English, and not in French, that we Will this antidote to French poisons have
may change the sense without changing the its effect ?-- will this preservative,for the ur_
word, and, like Don Quixote on the en- derstanding and the heart against the fi_sei-
-rllanted horse, travel as far as the moon, and nation of sounds, find lips to take it? This, iu
sfarther, without ever getting off the saddle, point of speedy or immediate efficacy at leash
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is almost too much to hope for. Alas I how -- the natural, pre-adamitieal, ante-legal, and
dependent are opinions upon sound ! Who anti-legal rights of man--should have been
shall break the chains which bind them to- unknown to, have been unemployed by
gether? By what force shall the associations Shakspeare. How could the Macbeths, the
between words and ideas be dissolved--asso- Jaffiers, the Iagos, do without them ? They
eiations coeval with the cradle--associations present a cloak for every conspiracy -- they
to which every book and every conversation hold out a mask for every crime ; -- they are
give increased strength ? By what authority every villain's armoury-- every spendthrift's
shallthis original vice in the structure of lan- treasury.
guage be corrected ? How shall a word whieh But if the English were the first to bring
has taken root in the vitals of a language be the rights of man into the closet from the
expelled? By what means shall a word in stage, it is to the stage and the closet thai;
continual use be deprived of half its signifi- they have confined them. It was reserved for
cation ? The language of plain strong sense France--for France inher days of degradation
is difficult to learn ; the language of smooth and degeneration--in those days, in eompari-
nonsense is easy and familiar. The one re- r son of which the worst of her days of ftucied
quires a force of attention capable of stem- [ tyranny were halcyon ones--to turn debates
ruing the tide of usage and example ; the !into tragedies, and the senate into a stage.
other requires nothing but to swim with it. The mask is now taken off, and the auar-

It is for education to do what can be done; ehist may be known by the language which
and in education is, though unhappily the i he uses.
slowest, the surest as well as earliest resource. He will be found asserting rights, and ac-
The recognition of the nothingness of the knowledging them at the same time not to
laws of nature and the rights of man that be recognised by government. Using, instead
have been grounded on them, is a branch of of ought and ought not, the words is or/s not
knowledge of as much importance to an Eng- --can or can not.
lishman, though a negative one. a_ the most In former times, in the times of Grotius
perfect acquaintance that can be formed with and Puffendorf, these expressions were little
the existing laws of England. more than improprieties in language, preju-

It must be so:-- Shakspeare, whose plays dicial to the growth of knowledge : at pre-
were filling English hearts with rapt ure, while sent, since the French Declaration of Rights
the drama of France was not superior to that has adopted them, and the French Revolution
of Calfraria,- Shakspeare, who had a key displayed their import by a practical e_m.
to all the passions and all the stores of ]an- ment, -- the use of them is already a moral
guage, could never have let slio an instru- crime, and not undeserving of being consti-
tuent of delusion of such superior texture, tuted a legal crime, as hostile to the public
_o: it is not possible that the rights of man peace.

DECLARATION OF THE RIGHTS AND DUTIES

OF TH]_

MAN AND THE CITIZEN,

ANNO 1795.

The sorts of rights whieh this second de,
RIGHTS. -- ArtTICLI_I. elaration, as well as the first, sets out with

The rights of man in soeiet 9 are liberty, the intention of declaring, are of two sorts:
tquality, security, and property, those of the man, and those of the citizen :

Comparing this declaration with its prede- those which it immediately proceeds to de*
eessor, we may observe, that it opens with clare are neither the one nor the other, but
a specimen of legislative shuffling : on the one something between both, -- the Riqhts of
hand, a sense of the absurdity of its prede- Maa in Society.
censor, and the mischief that had been the The difference is not a mere at_ir of words.
fruit of it : on the other hand, a determi- The rights deelared by the first declaration,
nation not to acknowledge these things. _ere declared to be uatural, inalienable, and
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imprescriptiblemsuch rights, against which kicked out of doors ; but, like the imagtm of
all laws that should at any time presume to the two illustrious Romans mentioned b7
strike, would become ipso facto void. If no Tacitus, not the less regarded for not being
distinction were to be recognised between the seen. To account for this exclusion, we mt_t
rights of the man and the rights of the ci- recollect, that between 1791 and 1795--in
tizen, one oftbe expressions must be acknow- short, from the moment of his naturalization

ledged to be unmeaning, and the insertion _or it was in America that he had his birth)
of it a dangerous impertinence: if a dis- t_itizen Resistance- against- oppression had
tinetion between them be to be recognised, been playing strange tricks: he had been con-
it must be this, that the rights of the man stantly flying in the face of the powers in

the rights of the man as existing in a state being, whatever they were-- he had rendered
antecedent to that of political society -- an- himself a perfect nuisance, and so great a
teeedent to the state of citizenship -- are the nuisance, that it was high time for him to be
only one of the sorts to which the character sent to Coventry. Thither he has accordingly
of inalienable and impreseriptible can be un- been sent, though ready to present himself
derstood to belong: -- those of the citizen, at the call of patriotism, whenever a king is
growing out of the laws by which the state to be assassinated, or a riot to be kicked up."
of citizenship is constituted, are the produce By the sagacity of the constitutionalist of
of the law itself, and may be conceived to 1795, he had bean at length discovered to be
remain at the disposal of the law which gave a most dangerous enemy to security, after a
them birth, and may continue to depend for four years' experience of his activity in that
their existence on the law from which they line. Two years before his naturalization in
received it. France, I had denounced him as such in a

This second declaration. -- leaving the book * which found its way into the hands of
doubt in its full force, whether there are or i Condorcet and others ; but my denunciation
are not a certain description of rights over I was not heard.

which laws have no power -- a description of 1 As t_) the rest, the nonsensicalness and mis.
rights which, as wehaveseen, coversthe whole I chievousness of this article has been pointed
field of legislation, shutting the door against out in the observations on the corresponding
everything that can present itself under the article of the declaration of 1791.
name of law ?_ consequently, whether such
laws as they are about to create are or are ARTICLE IL

not capable of possessing any binding force, Liberty consists in the power of doing that
_varnishes over the ambiguity by a subter- which hurts not the tights of others.
filge. Obliterating the distinction so care- The same as the commencement of Article
fullymade, and sorecentlyrecognisedbetween IV. in the Declaration of 17_1, except as to
the man and the citizen, at the next step they the insertion of the words _ the rights,
produce, instead of the two, a sort of neu-
tral double man, who is neither one nor the ARTICLE III.

other, or else both in one. Sentence l..ETuatiqf consists in this _ that
Comparing the list of rights, whoever they the law is the same for all, whether it protect

belong to, whether to the man or the citizen, or whether it puaid_.
or the man in society, we shall find, that be- Sentence 2. IF.quality admits not any dis-
tween the year 1791 and the year 1795, in- tinction of b_rths -- any hereditary succession
alienable as they are, they have undergone a of powers.
change. Indeed, for a set of inalienable rights In article 6 of the Declaration of 1791, we
they must be acknowledged to have been saw this given in the character of a maxim ;
rather unstable. At the time of the passing in which character the propriety of it has
the first article of the declaration of 1791, been discussed : the maxim is now turned
there were but two of them -- liberty and into a definition of equality. This is equality,
eqtmlity. By the time _be second article of certainly, as far as it goes ; but is it to be un*
that same declaration was framed, three new derstood as stopping here, or is it to go any
ones had started up in addition to liberty ;viz. farther, and how much further ? These ques-
property, security, and resistance to oppres- finns are not answered, apparently because
sins : total, four sorts of rights _ not five ; the declaration-makers were afraid to answer
for in the same interval an accident had hap- them. Thus much is certain, there is nothing
pened to equality, and semehow or other it in this declaration of rights to stop it : there-
was not to be found. In the interval between fore, on it must go in its own course ; which
1791 and 1795, it has been found again: course can never have found its end, till it
accordingly, in the list of 1795, we may oh- has laid everything smack smooth, not lear-
serve equality occupying a station elevated

above everything but liberty, with security " Int_oduztion to the_Pri_wJples of ltIorala
mid property lying at its feet. Looking for and Legislation, firstpabl:shed 1789. See VoL L
resistance against oppression, we sha_l find it ;_. 1M,
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ing any one stone in the whole fabric of pro- that he knows nothing about toe matter. In
petty upon another.* England, a woman who has an advowson,

That equality should leave no hereditary conceives the advowson to be her property.
aneeession of powers, is natural and consistent let her consolt these French legislators, they
enough. But how does it contrive to leave will tell her it is no seth thing, since she can-
any powers at all ? Where is the equality be- not give herself the living.
twee_ him who be_ powers, and him who has Let us pass on to the Deelarati0n of the

? The exelusion of the hereditary sue- Duties of Man.
cession of powers excepted, it turns out, then, Right being one of the fruits of law, and duty
that people are not the more upon a par for another, it occurred to the aeeond set of con-
the possessionof this right ; and that, in short, stitution-makers, that a deelewation of rights
to speak correctly, equality and inequality are would be but a lop-sldedjob, without a decla-
the same things, ration qf duties to match it on the other side.

No distinction of births--no dlstinetion in The first declaration of rights having driven
point of birth ? How is that managed ? Are the people mad, a deelaratiou of duties, it
all the men in France born of the same father was hoped, might help to bring them to their
and mother? Will democratic omnipotence senses. Whatever were their notions about
prevent the Montmorencies from being de- the matter, thus much must be admitted to
teended from a known line of ancestors, be- be true, that ff poison must be taken, an anti-
ginning under the Capers ? or, I forget what dote may have its use ; but what would be
other family, from a Line beginning under still better would be, to throw both togetherj
Clovis ? What they probably meant to say poison and antidote, into the fire. Every me-
is, that no distinction in point of rights should dicine that is good for anything, say the play.
be suffered to depend on any distinction in sieians, is a poison. The political medicine
point of birth : but as epigrams are at least we have now to analyze, forms 1to exception
as neeessary in a French book of legislation to the rule.
as laws, the paradoxical turn of expression What seems to have been no better under-
was preferred, as being the most natural stood by the second set ofemlstitution-makers

than by the first, is, that rights and duties
ARTICLE IV.

grow on the same bough, mid are inseparable;
SeC_*rltv results.from the concurrence of all that so sure as rights are created, duties are

in seeurb_v the rights of each. created too ; and that though you may make
An epigram upon security -- a definition duties without making rights (which is in fact

imitated from le malade imaginaire. The the result of the alas I but too numerous ea-
property which opium has of laying men to , talogue of laws by which nobed_ is the bet-
sleep, results from its soporific quality. Now, teL) yettomake rights without making duties
citizen, if you do not know what security is, is impossible. As deep judges of legislative
you deserve to have your house knocked down composition as Monsieur Jourdan, who talked
about your ears. _rose without knowing it, it seems to have

Concurrence of all on one hand -- rights of escaped their observation, that in making
each on the other. From this antithesis we rights (tinder pretence of dealing them out
learn, that whatever security happens to be ready made) they were making duties without
conferred by the exertions of any number less knowing anything about the matter.
than all, is no security at alL

._RTICLE I., OR PREAMBLE.

ARTICLEV. The Declaration of R_ghts contains the
Property is the ri_t of enjoying and dis- obligations of legislators:--the maintenance

posing of one's goods-- of one's revenues -- of society requires that those who compose it,
of the fruit of one's labour and one's in- know and fulfil equally their dutws.
dustry. Whether by duties, in the latter part of the

Another definition in the suporifie style, but sentence, were meant exaedy the same thing_
perhaps not quite so innocent. Property is as by obligations in the first, 1 will not take
the right of enjoyment and disposal. Let a upon me absolutely to determine : _ ff it
man, then, have ever so much of either right, were, it will furnish one amongst so many
yet if he have not the other, he has no pro- other proofs, how insensible these masters of
perry, tt is perhaps owing to this definition legislation are of the value of useful precision,
of property, that what the ei-devant clergy of in comparison with fancied elegance.
France had to live upon, was not their pro-
petty, and eonsequeotly there was no harm ARTICLE II.
in robbing them of it. In England, tenant for All the duties of the man and tile eitlz, m
life of a settled estate conceives himself to he are derived from the_e two principles, en-
a man of property : this artiele informs him 7raven b_ nature in all breasts, in the hearts

of all men, --
* See Essa_ on the LeveUinff Sl/stem, Vo]. I. Do not to another that which you teould not

I_.3"_ men _hould do to SWu.
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Do cons_a_ag to others the g_od which yo_
_onld receive from men. _£KTICLEIV.

The known source of this double-headed 2v'oone is a good citizen _f he be not a 9ood
precept is the New Testament: "Whatsoever son, a yood .father, a good brother, a good
ye would that men should do unto you, do friend, a good husband.
ye even so unto them." Do as you would be Good -- as good as any other good thing
done by, says tire abridged expression of i L that has been _atd a thousand times over in
as given by the lgngl_sh proverb. What ira- a novel or a play--silly as a law --scarcely
l_rovementthe precept has received from the reconcilable to the next preceding article,
rtew edition given of it by the a_ti-elarlstian and not altogether reconcilable to the _n-
ha_d, will presently appear, terests of the comnmni_:y at large,

A division is here made of it into two The word cicil gives name to one ctaSs of
branches, a negative and a positive : -- the duties -- the word domestic, to another. I8
tendency of the negative, placed where it is, it impossible to violate one law wi*hout vlo-
is pernicious ; --- the tendency of the positive lating another? Does a nmn, by beating hia
branch, worded as it is, absurd, and contrary wife. defraud the revenue ? Does a man, who
to the spirit of the original : -- the former, tbr smuggles coffee, beat his wife ? Brutus_the
want of the limitations necessary to the ap- elderBrutus--whounderagovermneut where
plJeation here made of it, is too ample ; the the father had the power# of l_fe and death
latter, by the tail clumsily tacked on to i_, is over the child, put his sons to death tot con.
made too narrow, spiracy a_ainst the gover_tment, --he a bad

In what country is it, that it is the w_sh citizen ? or does _'oodnessia a fitther consist
of accusers to be accused _ of judges to be i in putting his children to death ?
condemned -- of guiltotiner_ to be guillo- A friend of Lord Monteagle's was engaged
tined? hi Top, furry-land, where cooks are with Guy Fawkes and others in aconspiracy
roasted by pigs, and hounds hunted by hares; : for blowing up the legislature. Under thi6
in that same la_d, a taw thus worded might _ fourth article and the third, what should
do no harm ; and govermnent might go on as Monteagle have done ? The third bids him
well with it as wither it. In France, thus discover the plot ; for it bids him defend and
much is dear, that wh_ttsoever individual serve the society and the la_, thus threat-.
prosecutes a delinquent_whatsoever judge ened with destruction by the plot :--the
condemns him--whatsoever subordinate mi- fourth bids him say nothing about the maV-
nist.er of justice eXecute_ the sentence of the ter ; for what could he say about it that
judge, is a transgressor of this law--this fun- would not endanger the safety of his friend.
damental law--given without reservation or If Monteagte had happened to be a welt-
exception--said to be engraven, just as we wisher to the conspiracy, and desirous of con.
see it, in all hearts, and placed first in the eealiug it, what could he have desired for his
list of duties, seeurxty better than such a clause ?

Morality, not affecting precision, addresses
itself to the heart : law, of which precision is ARTICLE V.
the life and soul, addresses itself to the head. -_o man is a good man _f he be not franklg

The positive branch of the precept, tinder and rehgiousty an observer of the laws.
the necessity, it should seem, of rounding Of the laws ? _ qf what laws ? _ of all
the period and making the line run weU, is so laws?-- of all laws present and to come,
worded as to shut the door against generosity, whatsoever they may forbid, whatsoever they
Dotoamanthatgood. Whatg_od? Why, ex- may enjoin? A religious observer of the laws
aetly and constantly just that very good which which proscribe his rehgion--the only religion
you want him to do to you. And if you hap- he thinks true--and bid him drag to judic4.al
pen not to want anything of him, what then ? slaughter those who exercise it ? To talk of
why then let him want, and welcome. There religion -- except in the way of rhetorical
is nothing in this rule of law that can afford flourish--in the style which is here conceived
him a handle to take hold of, should he be to he the proper style for law, may perhaps
inclined to accuse you of a breach of this be deemed on this oeeasion an abuse of words.
fundamental duty. If you want a twopenny Well, then: the men of September, or, since
loaf, for example, go to the baker, and give they are out of power, the men of the 10tit
him either a twopenny loaf or twopence : -- of August, or the conquerors of the Bastite
in the first ease, you fidfil the letter--in the were they good men ?-- were they frank and
littter, the spirit of the law. Sho_fld you see religious observers of the law, declaring mid
a man starving for want of such a loaf, let enacting the inviolability of the king? The
liZun starve, and welcome : -- you want no- question may seem puzzling; but a former pa_
thing of him, not you, -- neither the two- _ag'e will help us to a solution. By articles .
penn)- loaf nor the twopence : let him starve XVtll.and XX. of the Declaration of Rights,
on ; there is nothing he can indict you upon a law is no law unless made by democracy
in this law. run mad _ made by men, women, and c]fib.
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dren,--convicts, madmen, and so on,--medi- any good to come of it, i would engage to
.tely or immediately. Here, then, we have find laws in it, by dozens and by scores, any
e clue :--in a democracy run mad, goodness one of which, if generally obeyed, or at least
means submission to the laws: under every if constantly executed, would be enough to
other sort of government, goodness means re- effect the destruction of the country, and
be]hon, render it miserable.

Things being in this state, there seems un-
ARTICLE Vl. happily no help for it, but that it mast be

He who openty violates the law, declares left to each man's conscience in respect to
l_imselfin a state of war with society, what laws he shall be forward, and to what

More very decent ctappable matter for the backward, to pay obedience, and lend his
stage: in a book of law, preciously absurd, hand to execute. While matters are in this
end not a little dangerous, imperfect state, indiscriminate obedience is

To be in a state of war is to be in that no more to be insisted on with regard to laws
state in which the business of each party is in any country, than, under a limited too-
to kill the other, narchy, passive obedience is with regard to

In kindness to one set of button-makers, kings.
we have a silly law in England, condemning To judge by these three last articles of the
the whole country to wear now and tbr ever- Declaration of Duties of the Man and the
lasting a sort of buttons they do not like. A Citizen, the compositor seems to have been
more silly law can scarcely be imagined: but rather hardly put to it to fill up the requisite
laws of a similar stamp are but too plentiful quantity of paper. Rights of man present
in Great Britain; and France will have good themselves in sufficient plenty; but when he
lack indeed, if laws of similar complexion do comes to duties, it becomes apparent that
not, in spite of every exertion of democratic when a man has said it is your duty to obey
wisdom, find their way into France. In Lon- the laws, he has said all'that is to be said
don you may see every day, in any street, about the matter. Accordingly, the contents
men, women, and children, violating these of these three articles arc not any addition
and other such wholesome laws, knowingly or to the list of duties, but observations on the
unknowingly, with sufficient openness. Since subject, consisting of a string of epigrams
all these wicked uneivic button-wearers have attd fine speeches fit for plays.
declared war against society, what say you, In regard to offences, the great difficulty
Citizen Legal-epigram-maker, the penner of is, and the great study ought to be, t- dis-
this declaration--what say you to a few four- tinguish them from one another : th_ bust-
and-twenty pounders filled with grape-shot, hess of this article is to confound them. In
to clear the streets of them? England, simple disobedience is one thing--

rebellion (technically, but rather improperly,
ARTICLE VII. called treason) another : the punishment of

I-le who, without openly infringing the laws, the one, where no special punishment is ap-
eludes them by cunning or address, wouvds the pointed, is a slight fine, or a short imprison-
interests of all; he renders htmsetf unworthy ment ; that of the other, capital. In France,
of their benevolence and their esteem, under the auspices of this declaration, these

As to the truth of thi[proposition, whether trifling differences are not thought worth no-
the eluding the observ_nce of a taw be or be ricing : -- disobedience and rebellion are dis-
not prejudicial to anybody, depends upon the covered to be the same thing. The state of
nature of the law: if the law be one of those the laws in France must be superior not only
which are of no use to anybody, the eluding to what it has ever been during the revolu-
of it does no harm to anybody ; if it be one tionary anarchy, but to what it ever has been
of those which are of use to this or that during the best times of French history, or
description of persons, and that only, the of the history of any other country of consi-
eluding of it may be a prejudice to them, derable extent, if there be a single day' in
but does no harm to anybody else. any year in which scores of laws have not

Were the law of libel, as it stands in Eng- been transgressed, and that openly, by thou-
land. to be obeyed without infraction, there sands and tens of thousands of individuals.
would be no more liberty of discussion, pub- If this be true, the effect of this single article
lication, or discourse on political subjects, in must be, that after the restoration of peace,
]England, than there is on religious subjects and the perfect establishment of the best of
in Spain : were it executed in everyinstance all possible constitutions, the habitual sttmm
of its being infringed, there would not be a of France will be a state of civil war.
man or a woman in England, who had eyes or In the codes of other countries, _e great
ears, out of jail. The law of England, taking end of government is to quiet and repress the
it with all its faults, is probably at least as dissocial passions: in France, the great study
meat perfection upon the whole as the law of is to inflame and excite them ; it is so when
ltt¥ other country, : at the same time, were declaring right_ . it kt Jo when declaring
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duties. Under this code, to be a true French- I Every citizen owe_ his services to his coun-
man, a man must he for ever in a passion : -- I try, &c. Owes services ? What services ? fur
ever readyto cut either his own or his neigh- what time ? and upon what terms ? Military
hour's throat. Whatever may be the subject _services ? tbr soldie s pa_, and for life ? If this
with which this constitution commences, it 4were not meant, nothing can be easier than
ends in anarchy. Under this r_gime, there _for any leg4slature--any administration--any
appears no difference between a tragedy mid ' administrator-- any recruiting sergeant, to
a law, in respect to style : fine sentiments, give it that meaning. 1%operty we have seen
epigrams, chaleur moavemeat, are equally in- , already secured by double and treble tether :
dispensable in both. Every tragedy must be i Liberty is here secured by a system of uni-
levelled at some law- every' law must read . versa] or(roping. In Enzland, pressing is _till
like a tragedy -- every law" must end in a : looked upon as a hardship, though no nmn is
tragedy. ] liable to he pressed, who has not vohmtarily

! enzaged in a profession which he knows will
AaTmLE VIII. ! saitlect him to it. What should we say in

On the maintenance of property rests the i England, were alr act of Parliament to be
eMtwation of the la:_ds, all the pr,,d_wtions, ' passed, in virtue of which all individuals with_
ever?l meatus of laboar, and the whole .fabric out exception, all ages and profession% sick
Ofs_,eial order, land well, married and single, housekeepers

The article, as thu_ worded, reads bold . mid lodgers, lawyers, clergymen, and quakers,
enough, arid it it were less so, i_ would not i wereliable tobe pressedtbrsoldiers--women

be faithful. It presents a striking pit,tore of i perhaps into the bargain?-- since in France,
the penman. His budget of dutie. emptied, [ women's necks have been found to fit. the
his subject exhatisted, and what is more, even . guillotine as well as men's, and in England,
his_stoek of fine speeches, yet he cannot thanks to the sages of the law, women make
persuade himself to stop. lie would titin good constables.
persuade his feltow-citlzen_ to pay _wepeet to ' Equality also i, to be maintained, as welt
property, by appealing to thelv love of couutry as property. Equality without limitation, and
work and it_ productions ; and if they have ! that by everybody, at the eatl of anybody.
no reward tbr these things, to their love of t The distribution of property being at the
work in general, and if iahtmr have no eharma l, tram of Issuing this declaration, prodigiously
tur thtm, as u last resource, to their love of I unequal--as much at least asin many a mo-
su,.ial order, narchy.-- how are equahty mid property to

be there at the same time :
AaTICLt; IX. "l_he maintenance of both being incompa-

Ever(/citizen owes h_, s_r,lces to his conn. tible. --to choose which of the two shall be
try, to the nm*nteaance qf liberty, equality, maintained, since both cannot be maintained
and pr,pertg, as qften as the taw calls ttpo_, together, seems to be leI): to the wisdom o[
ldm to deleted them. the citizens, rich and poor, industrious or

This is the last m thislist of duty-declaring ' idle, flllt or thsting, as occasmn may arise.
articles; and the conclusion of this short but To a considerable majority, the maintenance
superltuous composition is of a piece with the of equality will probably be the pleasant_
beginning,_fulloiuneertainty, obseurity, and task of the two, as well as the more pr_-
danger. I fitable.

VoL, 11. L L



OBSERVATIONS

ON

PARTS OF THE DECLARATION OF RIGHTS,

AS

PROPOSED BY CITIZEN SIEYES.

O_E general imperfection runs through the Bickerstaff's test, this were matter of serious
whole of this composition. The terms era- doubt. The argument, however, does not
ployed leave it emltinually in doubt whether seem conclusive. A man in Bedlam, or in the
it be merest to be prospective merely, or re- French Convention, might be writing such
tro_peetive also,-- whether it mean solely to stuff--stuff altogether ef a piece with this,
declare what shall be the state of the law and that not ouly with perfect fluency, but
after the moment of the enactment of this de- with perfect consistency of character between
elaration, or likewise what has been its state the composition and the situation that gave
previous to that moment. To judge from the birth to it. From a man's being known to
words, it should seem almost everywhere to write sueb stuff, it follows, therefore, not that
include this retrOSpect. The objections to a mauls not living, but that he isli_ingelther
such retrospective declaration are-- 1. That in Bedlam, or in the French Convention.
it is notoriously untrue;--2. That the un- 2k man turned crazy by self-conceit, takes
trat_h of it is supposed by the very act of a word in universal use, and determines within
enacting the declaration; since if what is himself that he will use it in such a sense as
there established were already established, a man never used it in betbre. With a word
there would be no use for establishing it thus poisoned, he makes up a proposition,
anew ;-- 3. That the declaration of the past any one that comes uppermost ; and this he
exi,_tenee of the provisions in question would eaUs iugenuity : -- this proposition he endea-
be of ao use, though the matter of _act were yours to cram down the throats of all those
true. over whom he has or conceives himself to have

" Every society cannot but be the free work power or influence -- more especially ef all
of a ecmeention _,tered into between all the legislators--of the legislators of the pre-
a_soemted [members.]" sent and all future times;--and this he calls

Hence it appears that there never has yet libert?/; and this he call government.
been such a thing as a society existing in the " The object of a political society can be no
world. This is the first and most funda- other than the greatest good @alL"
mental of all the fundamental truths, for the This article announces a matter of fact in
discovery of which the blind and obstinate the form of an universal proposition, which,
world is indebted to Citizen Sieyes. ttere so far from being universally true, is not, nor
live we, somehow or ether, in Great Britain. perhaps ever was true in any hlstance.
It seems to us that we are living in society ; It exhibits ths same silly and unnecessary
but Citizen Sieyes, who knows everything, substitution of can not forought not--the same
and everything in his own way, knows it is use of an improper word for a proper one at
no such thing. What sort of a state is it we least equally obvious-- of an ambiguous for
are living in, if we really do live ? To know an unambiguous-- unless to the original ira-
this, we mu_t wait tilt a word has been as- port ef the word can, be here meant to be
signed as soiled to our wretched condition, added, or rather substituted, its mischief-
adapted to expre+s the miserable state we live making, and anarchy.exciting import, -- an_
in, by the grace mid ingenuity of Citizen that in consequence every society in which,
Sieyes. But do we five, after all ? Whether on any point, any notion or notions of the
we do or no, is at least as doubtfulas whether pubhc good were entertained different from
we are in society ; whether the state we are those of Citizen Sieyes, shall on every such
in, living or not living, be a state of society, occasion be regarded as ipsofaeto in a state of

Is Citizen Sieyes living_ To judge by dissolution.
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One thing may be learned from the order Inecessary inference, as to the past, and to put
given to the two article_--that happiness in every past exercise of such power upon the
society is an article but of secondary account, footing of a crime ; in a word, to have the
A matter of superior importance is--that the retroactive effect disclaimed by the constitu-
society should have been got together upon tion of 1795. If no individual have at this
the never-exemplified and physically-tropes- present time any property, however limited,
sible plan of an original and uawersal con- in the person of any other ind_vidtml, it must
trnct, be in virtue of some cause which has pre-

"/_very man is sole proprietor of his own vented his ever having had any such property
person, and this property is inalie_able." in any past period of time : it must be, in a

More nonsense-- more mischievous non- word, in virtue of some such cause as this,
sense,--tendencies of the most mischievous viz. its being contrary to the eternal, as wel|
kind, wrappedupunderthecoverofasillyepi- as inalienable and natural rights of man to
gram : as if a man were one thing, the person possess any such property. If it be a crime
of the same man another thing; as if a man in a man now to send his servant on an er-
kept his person, when he happened to have rand with a bundle on his back-- to dip his
one, as he does his watch, in one of his pockets, ailing infartt in a cold batb_or to exercise the
While the sentence means nothing, it is as rightssupposedtobe givenhim bymarriageon
true as other nonsense: give it a meaning, his wife -- it must havealways been acrime,
any meaning whatsoever that the words are and a crime of equal dye, punishahle at the
capable of bearing, according to any import mercy of such judges as Citizen Sieyes.
ever given to them, and it is false. If by the To make the matter worse-- the mischief
property in question, it is meant to include greater--theabsurdity more profound,--thia
all the uses that can be made of the proprie- property, such as it is, whatever it be-- all
tarysubject, the propositmnisnotself-contra, the property that any individual has in his
dictory and nonsensical : it is only a nugatory own person -- is to be considered as inalien.
proposition of the ideT_tlcalkind. able. No individual is to be suffered to give

If each individual be the only individual any other individual a right to make use of
that is to be allowed to make any use what- his person, his faculties, his services, in any
soever of the faculties of all kinds, active and sl a?e. No man shall let himself out to service
passive, mental and corpora], of that indivi- -- no man shall put himself or his son outto
dual, amt this be mem,t bybeing the proprietor serve as an apprentice -- noman shall appoint
of tl_eperson of an individual, then true it is, a g,mrdian to his child -- no woman shall en-
that the person of each individual can have gage herself to a man in marriage.
but one proprietor : -- but if the _ase be, in Will it be said, that there is no such thin_
any instance, that while the individual him- as alienation for u time _ Or will it be said,
self, and he alone, is permitted to make use in justification of t_e citizen, that the citizen
to certain purposes of the faculties of that did not know what he was talking aboot, and
individual for a certain time, some other--any that though he spoke of alienation in general,
other--is permitted to make use of the fa- _alienatmn for all manner of terms, the only
culties of the same individual to other pur- sort of alienation he really meant to interdict,
poses for the same time, then the proposition, in respect of the property in question, was
that no individual can have a property in the ! alienation during l_fe _ and that the meaning
person of another individual, is false: --the of the citizen was not absolutely re forbid
proposition that no man shall be suffered to marriage -- that he meant to allow of mar-
have any property in the person of another, riage tbr limited terms of years, and meant
would be a mischievous one, and mischievous only to prohibit marriage tot life ?
to a degree of madness. But supposing even this to have been the

In what manner is thelegal relation of the purpose, and that purpose ever so good
husband to the wife constituted, but by giving one, the provision is still a futile one, and
him a right ibr a certain time, to the use of inadequate to that purpose. To what pur-
eertain faculties of her's--by giving him, in pose forbid an alienation for life, if you admit
so far, a property in her person ?---and so with of it for years, without restricting it to such
respect to the legal relations of the t_athcr to a number of years as shall ensure it against
the child under age, and of the master to the possessing a duration co-extensive with at
apprentice or other servant, whate_er be the least the longest ordinary term of life ? No
nature of the service, such linntation has the citizen vouchsafed to

The present tense is, is absurdly put for I give : -- possibly as not finding it altogether
the future shall be. Injustice, and of the I easy to put any such limitation in years and
most cruel kind. lurks under this absurdity. [ figuresinto the mouth of Queen 2Vature, whose

The effect of the future would only be to i prime minister Citizen Sieyes, like so many
eat up domestic power, and thence domestic [ other citizens, has been pleased to make him-
soci._tv, for the future : the effect of the pre- self.
sent ts to cut it up at the instant, and, by The article seems to be levelled at negro
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slavery ; but I do not see what purpose it is the communications of individuals, this law
capable of answering in that view. Does it would expose the public to the greatest dml-
mean to ammunce what has been the state of gers. There are some crimes so mischievous,
the law hitherto, or what shall be the state that no means ought to heneglocted for their
of the law in future ? In the first case, its prevention or detection. Will it be sa_d,
truth is questionable, and, true or false, it that the fear of having their letters opened
is of rio use. In the latter sense, does it _.ill restrain honest correspondents in the
mean to declare, that no person shall have communications of commerce, orthe effusions
the right of exacting personal service of any of friendship ?
other, or producing physical impressions on It is true, that if the simple communication
his passive faculties, without his consent? of opinions between individuals should be
It reprobates all rights to services of any kind, constituted a crime, the opening of letters
and all powers of punishment. Does it de- might become a terrible engine of tyranny.
clare that no suclt powers shall exist without Bat it is here that the precautions against
limitation ?--It does not so much as provide abuse should be placed. It is this which is
against negro slavery, even where the eondi, done in England, where the secretary of state
lions on which it is established are most in- may open letters upon his responsibility,
defensible ; for nowhere has the power of though it be not allowed to any one else.
the master over the slave subsisted without " Every man .is equally at liberty to go or
limitations, stay, to enter or to go out, and even to leave

Does this article mean to set at perfect the kingdom and to return into it, as shall
liberty all negro slaves aT once ? This would seem good to him."
be not more irreconcilable with every idea This article has reference not to the eiti-
of justice with regard to the interest of the zen alone, but to every man, to every stran-
present master, than with every idea of pru- ger, as well as every Frenchman. At1 are at
dence with regard to the interest of the slaves liberty to go or stay, to enter or to go out, to
themselves, leave the kingdom or to return into it, as

"' Every/ author may publish, or cause his shall seem good to them. Absurdity cannot
productwns to be pubhshed, aud he ,_ay cause go farther. Is there to be no police ? Cannot
them to circulate freely, as well by the po_ as intercourse be interdicted -- may not public
by any other way, without havzng e_,er to fear edifices be closed -- may not access to forti-
any abuse of confidence." fications be prevented, &c. ? With this unli-

I shall makeup observations upon thcdan- rotted right, how would it be possible to
gers arising from this unlimited liberty ; but a_tvise the construction of prisons for the de-
I cannot refrain from pointing out the silli- tention of malefactors? How could theauthor
ness of the expression. The author intended of this declaration tolerate the laws against
to have _aid, that every-"abuse of confidence emigrants ? Were not these laws a ibrmal
ought to be treated as an offence : but what denial of the rights of man ?
he has said is, that the offence is impossible, I do not impute these extravagant inten-
se impossible that there is no reason to fear tions to the author of the article : he had con-
it ; as if this declaration would be sufficient eluded the preceding article by the words--
to deprive government and individuals of the "Thelawalone can marhthellmitswhlckouyht
power to commit an abuse of confidence, to be given to this liberty as well as every

'" I, etters, in particular, ought to be consi- other;" and I suppose that the words in the
tiered as sacred by all the intermediate persons same manner, at the head of this, announce
who may be found between the person who that the liberty of going and coming is sub-
writes, and him to whom they are written." ject to the same restriction. But then the

What does this word sacred mean ? Is proposition which seemsto say much, would
this the manner in which a legislator ought have said nothing--" You may do everything
to speak ? except what the laws prohibit.'" Dangerous

What I ifa calumny -- a plan of conspiracy or insignificant, such is the alternative which
a project of assassination -- be put into a is without ceasing fotmd lit this declaration.

letter, is that letter to be sacred ? Will the " In shtJrt, every man is at hberty to dis-
opening it be sacrilege f This crime, if it pose of his wealth, of his property, and to re-
be one, will be ranked in that class of crimes lulate hts expense as he thinks proper."
which have commonly been considered the Here there is no legal restriction : the pro-
most enormous offences against religion-- _osition is unlimited. If by disposing of his
offences against God himself. I wealth, the author intend that he may do

Whilst as to the act itself, is it for the ] whatever he likes, the proposition is absurd
public good that government should open the in the extreme. Are there no necessary limits
letters ? That is the question. If the law to the employment of his property? Ought
prohibit it, the post would become a terrible I a man to have the right of establishing after
engine in the hands of malefactors and con- his death, either religions or anti-religiout
Itpirators, With the intention of protecting foundations at the expense of his family?
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Ought not the law to hinder an individnal ] interests of the state itself--m_d that in-

from disinheriting his children without cause I stantly.

assigned? There are some commercial societies to
" To regulate his exl,ense as he thinks which tbelawhasgrantedmmmpnlies. These

proper," is a good housekeeping expression, monopolies are abolished, without regard to
A master may spc_k in this manner to his the ruin of the associates, to the advaneea
steward; but is this the st_le of a legislator _ they have nmde, to the engagements they
Minors, madmen, prodigals,ought to be placed have formed-- and that iostantly.
underpositive restrletionsasto their expenses. One great merit in a good administration
There are cases in which certmn sumptuary is, that it proceeds gcntly in the reform of
taws may be suitable. There may be good abuses--that it does not sacrifice existing
reasons for prohibiting games of hazard, h)t- interests--that it provides for the enjoy-
teries, puhbic entertainments, donations after meats of individuals--that it gradually pro-
the manner of the Romans, and a thousand pares for good institutions--that it avoids all
other species of expeose, violent changes in condition, establishmen_

" The law has for zts object the common and fortune.
intere_t ; it cannot grant any prwdege to any In _tant[//, i_ a term suitable to the meridians
one." of Algier_ and Constantinople. Gradually, is

The first proposition is false in fact. Tile the language of justice and wudence.
law ought only to have for its object the cam- "lf men are not equal tn means,--that is to
man interest : this is what is true. This say, in weahh, in mtad, in strength, _c. --zt
error perpetually recur_ in this little work. d_,cs not follau_ that they on,dht not all to be

But is the consequence which is drawn equalin riyht_."
from this principle just'? May there not be Ccwtaintv the wife is not equal in rights to
some privileges founded upon the cmnmon her husban'd ; neither is the child under age
interest? equal to hi_ father, nor the apprentice to his

In one sense, all powers are privileges ; in master, nor the sohlicr to his officer, nor the
another _ense, all social distinctions are so prisoner to the Jailer, mdess the duty of abe.
also. A title of honour, an honorary decora- dtence should he exactly equal to the r_ght of
tion, an order of knighthood -- these are all commanding. Difference in rights is precisely
privileges. Ought the legislature to be inter- that whwh coostitutes social subordination.
dieted from the employment of these means Establish equal rights for all, there will be
of renmneration ? no more obedience, there will be no more

There is one species of privilege certainly society.
very advantageous : the patents which arc He who possesses property pos_sses righta
granted in England for a limited time, for in- --exercises rights -- which the non-proprie-
ventions in arts and manufactures. Of all the tar does not possess and does not exercise.
methods of exciting and rewarding industry, If all men arc equal in rights, tbcre will
this is the least burthensome, and the most not exist any rights ; for if all have the same
exactly proportioned to the merit of the in- right to a thing, there wiI1 no longer be any
vention. This privilege has nothing in cam- right for an)" ooe.
man with monopolies, which are so justly "' tivery eitizen who is unable to proride for
deemed, his own wants, has a right to the assistance

"And if privileges are established, they, of his feltow-ett&ens."
ouqht to be instantly abolished, whatever may To have a right to the assistm)ee of hia
be their origin." fellow-eitizens, is to have a right to their as-

Here is the most unjust, the most tyran, sistance in their individual or their collective
nicat, the most odious principle. Instantly capacity.
abolished! This is the order of the despot, To give to every poor person a right to
who will listen to nothing, who will make the assistance of every individual who is not
everything bend to his will, who sacrifices equally poor, is to overturn every idea of
everything to his caprice, property ; tar as soon as I am unable to pro-

There are some privileges and rights which vide for my subsistence, I have right to be
have been purchased at great price. Their ] supported by you: I have a right to what
sudden abolition would throw a great num- you possess'---["it is my property as well as
her of families into despair : it would strip yours ; the portion which is necessary to me
thereof their property--it would produce the is no longer yours--it is mine ; you rob me
same wrong to them as if a muhitude of if you keep it from me.
strangers were admitted to share thmr rove- It is true that there are difficulties in its
hues, mid that instmltly, execution. I am poor : to which of my tel-

There are some magisteritd offices held by low-citizens ought I to address myself, to
hereditary title. The possessors would be make him g4ve me what I want? Is it to
deprived of them without regard to their eir- Peter rather than to Paul ? If you confine
eumstances, to their welfare, or even to the yourseff to declaring a general right, without
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specifying how it is to be executed, you do [ would no longer be posslb|c to supply bread
nothing at all : 1 may die of hunger before 1 I to all who want it. How, l_.n, can wc con-
can find out who ought to supply me with vert this duty of benevolence into an absolute
ibod. right ? This would be to give the indigent

What the author has said, is not what he class the most false and dangerous ideas: it
meant to say : his intention was to declare would not only destroy all gratitude oa the
that the pore" should have a right to the as- part of the poor towards their benefactors
sistaace of the community. But then it is I it would put arms in their hands against all
necessary to determine how this as-istance ] proprietors.
ought to be levied and distributed : it is ne- 1 am aware that the author would defend
eessary to organize the administration which himself _gainst all the consequences which
ought to assist the poor--to create the offi- [ so clearly spring from his principles, by the
ecrs who ought to inquire into their ncces- ! clause which he has inserted, " T]_at no one
sities, and to regulate the mapner in whwh l_as the right to injure another," and that the
the poor oL_ght to proceed in availing them- law may put bounds tothe exercise of all the
selves of their right, branches of liberty. But this clause reduces

The relief of indigence is one of the no- all his rights to nothing; for if the law may
blest bram'he- of civilization. In a state of putboundstothem,tillthcscare known, what
*mture, _helt we can tbrm any idea of it, knowledge can I have of my rights ?-- what
those who cannot lu'c*curefood, die of hunger, use can I make of them ? Nothing can be more
There must exi_-t a _uperfluity for a nnme- t_allacioas than a declaration which gives me
rous class of the society, before it is possible with one hand, what it authorizes the taking
to apply a part of it to the maintenance of fl'om me with the other. Thus cut down,
the poor. But it is po_-,ible to suppose such this declaration might be propounded at Mo-
a state ofpovexty_such a famine-- that it roccoorAlgiers, anddoneithcrgoodnorharm.
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